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Key to Pronunciation
In order to facilitate the correct pronunciation of the
original Gurmukhi (Punjabi) script the following key has been
used while transcribing it into Roman script.
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sun)
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(as in cut)
(as in thug)
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(as in doctor)
(as in dhol)
(as in Runn of Kutch)
(as in Telugu)
(as in thumb)
(as in thee)
(as in dhobi)
(as in nun)
(as in pin)
(as in phase)
(as in bed)
(as in bhang)
(as in man)
(as in year)
(as in ring)
(as in love)
(as in vaffey)
(as in Roorkee)
(as in saree)
(as in show)
(as in khan)
(as in Ghazl)
(as in zero)
(as in fiet)
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(as in single)
(as in plant)

Note: The short vowels h / and /fo/ were used at the end of certain
words in medieval Punjabi to represent certain cases. Usually a
modern Punjabi speaker, in general, is unable to pronounce these
short vowels at the last position. We have used these short vowels
in brackets as (u) and (i) towards the end, which of course, helps
to transcribe the exact spellings of }tip Sahib.

Introduction
ap Sahib is one of the celebrated spiritual compositions of
Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru. Like the Jap Ii of Guru

l;

anak Dev, it is also a part of the daily pre-dawn liturgical service
of the Sikhs. The Jap Ii provides instruction in spiritual praxis,
and introduces one to the different spirit-scapes on the way to
the Transcendent Reality. Jap Sahib straightway dwells upon God
through His attributive names in exquisitely mellifluous verse.
Its composition must have become possible in a state of
profound meditation. In it, at places, there is considerable
repetition of the terms of salutation. But that is the essential
pattern of jap. Still, however, monotony is kept in abeyance by
varying the salutary phrases, at intervals, also in consonance with
the change of the metre. It employs amazingly live rhythms.
Hence, recitation of this composition makes one feel as if one is
hearing the echoing rhythms of the Cosmic Drum.
Stylistically also, the two compositions - Jap Ii and Jap
Sahib - are mutually quite distinct. While Jap Ii flows through
serene metres, Jap Sahib generates dancing and clanging rhythms
that flow like a mountainous torrent, opening the flood-gates of
divine intimation.
This wonderful composition gives unambiguous evidence
that its author is in intimate communion with the Cosmic Spirit.
It succeeds not only in sprouting a devout relationship with the
Divine, but also in generating, in one who recites it, indomitable
courage and undaunted valour pregnant with the spirit of
sacrifice.
Its majestic diction clothes the intimations of the Divine in
highly dignified idiom and sublime grace. Its flow carries the soul
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of the seeker with it through the portals of sanctimonious
inspiration. It undoubtedly mirrors an intimate numinous
presence of the Divine that must have been experienced by its
author.
Everyone of its ten different metres has its specific
distinctive lilt; and together they weave a consistently valorous
beat. Thus, while the content of the unique composition is
steeped in Shant Rasa (the aesthetic flavour of serenity), its form
is steeped in Vir Rasa (the aesthetic flavour of valour). In the
traditional poetics, this combination would be considered
nothing short of a serious poetic blasphemy, yet the Guru does
not let any discord appear at any time. He, on the other hand,
succeeds in making it an artistic medium of meditation in the
battlefield.
The way its hundreds of expressive terms echo each other
and hold each other in alliterative clasps lends a tremendous force
and injects an uncommon musicality to its flow. The dignity,
profundity and nobility of the expressions employed by the Guru
make them worthy reflections on the Divine.
Its metres - ranging from single syllable to over a dozen
syllables - all prove themselves to be missiles of intense faith. They
awaken the seeker's spiritual consciousness and enliven his quest.
On the wings of the sacramental expressions of this balJ1, the spirit
of the seeker wafts into the realms of super-consciousness.
Like fap ji, fap Sahib is also one of the five liturgical texts'
that are recited while the baptismal potion, Amrit 2 , is prepared,
the same way as it was done on the great Baisakhi day of 1699
when the Order of the Khalsa was initiated.

1. The three other texts are Sawayyiis, Anand Siihib, and Benati Chaupai.
2. Amrit is the ambrosial potion prepared for imbibing and anoinring
during the baptismal ceremony of the Khalsa.

Brief Life of Guru Gobind Singh

G

uru Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru of the Sikhs, and the
author of fap Sahib, was born to his parents, Guru Tegh
Bahadur and Mata Gujri, on December 22, 1666 AD at Parna.
When the news of his birth reached a Muslim fakir, Bhikhan
Shah in HaryaDa, he made a reverent bow towards the East. His
disciples were perplexed, because the Muslims always bow
towards the Mecca, which was to the West ftom theit place. They,
therefore, asked him, "You have always made your bow towards
the West, why this departure from it and making your
genuflexion towards the East ?" He replied, "Today a great soul
has been born in the East and I have bowed towards his stars."
Then, at the behest of his disciples, he went to Parna to have a
look at the infant Guru. He is said to have taken with him two
containers filled with candies. When he brought them before the
infant Guru, the infant Guru touched both the containers with
his hands. Bhikhan Shah had a smile of satisfaction on his face.
When his disciples asked him the reason of his smile, he said,
"These containers were presented to him, representing the Hindu
and Muslim communities. Touching them both with his hands
signifies to me that he shall look upon Hindus and Muslims with
equal favour and without any adverse discrimination."
The Guru received his education in Parna. His childhood
is replete with many interesting and instructive stories. One of
these is how he taught his playmates the tactics of warfare. He
would divide them into two groups and instruct them to fight
mock battles. These, he supervised in person and appreciated
those who fought well. Whoever witnessed these play-battles was
not only highly impressed with his leadership qualities, but could
also perceive his undoubted potentiality for becoming a great
hero. Many, who witnessed him in that role, even began to
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worship him - for that, to them, appeared nothing short of divine
power cum divine intellect.
Those were the days of Mogul tyranny over the Hindus.
Under the orders of Aurangzeb, the Mogul Emperor, forcible
conversion of the Hindus to Islam - even at the point of death had been institured. Distressed Brahmins of Kashmir, who were
considered supreme leaders of the Hindu community, came over
in the form of a depuration to Anandpur to inform Guru Tegh
Bahadur of their plight. With tearful eyes they narrated their
dismal condition and reverently sought his advice. While the
Guru gave them solace, himself he became absorbed in deep
thought. At that critical moment, the child Gobind Rae l
happened to come there. He noticed the sign of some unusual
concern on his father's face. He enquired of him the cause of that
concern. The Guru told him the story of the Pur1q.its' plight.
"Then what solution have you thought of?" asked Gobind Rae.
"The need of the hour is that someone of high spiritual stature
should come forward and offer his own life as sacrifice in order
to stem this tyranny." The Guru told his nine-year old son.
Gobind Rae promptly replied, "But who could be better suited
than yourself to undertake such a noble task ?" This intervention
by Gobind Rae pleased Guru Tegh Bahadur who took him into
his arms and showered his fondlove on him. The Guru then
assured the Pur1q.its of his suPPOrt and told them, "Go and convey
the Emperor through the Governor of your state that if Tegh
Bahadur agrees to accept Islam, you would all follow him."This was duly conveyed to the Emperor through the
appropriate channels. The Emperor construed this message as a
kind of challenge and got the Guru arrested and brought over
to Delhi along with his three disciples who, at that time were
keeping him company. Before leaving for Delhi, however, the
Guru posted Gobind Rae with detailed instructions about what
steps to take in the case the threatening eventuality took place.
1. This was his original name; later, when he received Baptism from the
Khalsa. then he was named Gobind Singh.
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In Delhi, Aurangzeb held a series of dialogues wirh rhe Guru
proposing rhar he accept Islam. When rhar did not work, he rried
to lure the Guru with all kinds of temprations. Finally, he came
down to rhreaten his life if he would not comply. The Guru,
however, stood resolurely firm and declined to oblige rhe
Emperor. When the Emperor did not succeed, he ordered cruel
execurion of rhree of his disciples right in front of him so rhar
rhe Guru would see the intensity of the threar to his own life and
succumb our of fear. Even those three disciples did not show any
signs of fear and with exceprional calm withstood the cruel death
imposed on them. The Emperor tried once again to persuade the
Guru and remind him again of the fate he would meet, should
he not change his mind. The Guru, however, stood resolute. That
irked the Emperor and he ordered the Guru's execution. The
Guru was executed in the Chandni Chowk, the royal square,
where Gurdwara Sis Ganj stands today.
Guru Tegh Bahadur had, even before leaving for Delhi,
made all necessary arrangements for Gobind Rae to be installed
as his spiritual successor as the tenth Guru of the Sikhs. So,
Gobind Rae was promptly made the tenth Guru and accepted
reverently by the entire Sikh people. The young Guru took a vow,
not only to bring the tyrant rulers to book, but also to infuse such
valiant spirit into the people that they would rise, and even lay
down their lives, to attain freedom from the tyrants.
He advised his Sikhs to arm themselves. Very soon, an army
of a respectable size took shape. In addition to the usual spiritual
instruction, the Guru also starred providing his Sikhs physical and
martial training. However, the Hindu hill princes of the
neighbouring states became jealous ofthe Guru's increasing following
and his rising military might. They decided to teach him a lesson.
Yet, one of them was well disposed towards the Guru and
invited him over as a guest to his state. The Guru was pleased to
accept his invitation. One day, while in pursuit of game, the Guru
discovered a picturesque spot on the bank of the river Yamuna to
which he took great fancy. When the Raja came to know about it,
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he persuaded the Guru to stay on at that spot since he liked it so
much. The Guru agreed, and very soon a whole township came to
grow around it. 2 The Guru spent around four years there. 1
The reputation of his erudition attracted to him a bevy of
scholars and poets including some of those whom the impoverished
Mogul Emperor had disbanded from his Court. He encouraged
them to translate many Sanskrit and Persian classics into Braj
Bhasha, the popular folk language of that time. Much of this
valuable material however, was destroyed by the enemy hordes
vengefully after the Guru eventually vacated Anandpur (q.v. below).
The hill princes had several scuffles with the Guru and his
Sikhs, but were always defeated. After the first of these battles that
occurred at Bhangaryi, and the Sikh forces had successfully
repulsed the forces of the hill chief, some Sikhs came to seek the
Guru's permission to follow the receding attackers and to wrest
a sizeable part of their territory. The Guru, however, declined to
give rhem any such permission saying, "Our mission in life is to
protect the downtrodden and root out the tyrants; and not to
annex land or set up our own kingdom." Not only were the
attacks of princely states repulsed several times, the Sikhs defeated
even a number of Mogul expeditions against the Guru.
On rhe festive day of Baisakhi in 1699 AD, the Guru
convened a special massive assembly of rhe Sikhs from all over.
Contemporary chroniclers have reported that around 40,000
Sikhs attended. In the midst of that assembly, rhe Guru stood
upon a platform, specially erecred for rhe occasion and
announced rhat he wanted someone to come forward and present
him his head. It is chronicled that rhe entire assembly gar
stunned. Yet, soon a volunteer came forth to offer his head to
rhe Guru. He was not the only one. The Guru made five calls
and every rime a volunteer stepped forward to make the offering
of his own head. The Guru called rhose five his Pan) Piiire (his
2. This township came to be called ·paon1a.'. literally meaning, where the
Guru. changed his step.
3. It was here that inter alia, the Guru. composed Jilp !:>fihib.
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'Beloved Five'). Them he initiated into a special Order called
Order of the Khalsa, or God's Knights-at-Arms, by baptizing
them with Amrit. Then he prescribed some special rules of
conduct for them including a number of taboos. He also added
the epithet 'Singh' (a lion) to the name of everyone so baptized.
Then he requested the Pan} Piiire to initiate him also into
the new Order in the same manner in which he had initiated
them. Thence on, Gobind Rae also became Gobind Singh.
The very next day, thousands more volunteered to be
recruited into this Divine Army, and were baptized the same way.
This frightened the hill-princes, who reponed the matter to
Aurangzeb soliciting his active intervention to quell this "rebellious
venture" of the Guru. The Emperor, who had already been peeved
by the defeat of his previous dispatches upon the Guru, chose this
time to dispatch a huge army which, along with the forces of the
twenty-two hill-chiefs, and local Gujjars and Ranghar tribes
mounted a massive attack on Anandpur, the Guru's abode.
The battle raged on for days. A devoted Sikh, Bhai
Kanhaiya, every night, after the fighting of the day was called off,
began going to the battlefield to provide water to thirsty soldiers
without discrimination whether they were Sikhs or non-Sikhs. He
was asked why he was providing water to the adversary soldiers,
he said, "I see no alien, no enemy; every thirsty face appears to
me to be the face of my Guru. How can 1 deny him water ?"
When the Guru came to know of this he was immensely pleased
and commended his conduct as exemplary.
The battle went on for many days. The Mogul generals soon
realized that they would not be able to win in straight fight. So
they decided to lay a massive siege to Anandpur and confine .the
Guru along with his followers within it, and thus deprive them
of supplies. They hoped that through that strategy they would
be able to make the Guru surrender.
The siege continued for months. There was still no sign of
the Guru giving in. The Mogul generals, then, over the oath of
Koran, gave solemn assurance to the Guru, that ifhe and his family
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vacated Anaridpur, they shall be provided safe exit. On account
of this solemn assurance by the Mogul generals, the Sikhs prevailed
upon the Guru to leave Anandpur. He did so at midnight along
with his family and the handful of famished Sikhs who had
survived the hardships of the siege. It was a cold night of December
and to add to the misery of the troupe, it began to rain heavily.
Contrary to their assurances, however, the Mogul forces fell upon
the Guru and his companions. In the melee, the Guru's two
younger sons and his aged mother fell into the hands of the
Governor of Sirhind due to the treachery of their own Brahmin
cook. The Governor ordered that these children (merely six-and
four-years old) be walled alive and thus suffocated to death.
The Guru, along with his elder sons (twelve and nine years
old) reached a place called Chamkaur, while they were being
pursued by the Mogul hordes. A fierce battle raged there in which
the Guru's two elder princes who were accompanying him
attained martyrdom. The Guru was left with only five Sikhs after
that. They counselled him to escape. When he declined, he was
reminded that he himself had bestowed upon them the authority
of Guru Khalsa when he sought to be baptized. "With that
authority" they said, "we command you, Gobind Singh, to leave."
The Guru was left with no option but to obey. As he left, three
Sikhs chose to accompany him, while the other two stayed back
to keep the Mogul hordes engaged as long as they could. In the
dark night, however, his companions got separated from him. He
alone waded through forests and wildernesses. On the way, two
Muslim brothers, who had been in the Guru's service at one time,
helped the Guru escape in disguise. He stayed with some of his
admirers on the way and eventually reached Khidral).a still being
pursued by the adversary forces that were on the look out for him.
When the Guru was at Anandpur under siege, forty men
had deserted him. When, however, they reached their homes,
their wives refused to admit them being ashamed of their
husbands having deserted the Guru. They succeeded in awakening
remorse in them, and drove them back led by a lady, Mai Bhago,
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in command. They came to know that the Guru had gone
towards Khidral)a. They hurried thither and engaged the hordes
pursuing the Guru some way before Khidral)a. All of them, except
Mai Bhago, gave away their lives fighting but were able to drive
the pursuing hordes back. The Guru from a high mound at some
distance, where he had camped sawall that happen. He came to
the site and kissed the brows of each one of them and showered
his blessings on them. Only one of them, Mahan Singh who was
on his last breath could seek forgiveness for their desertion. The
Guru told him that they all had proved their worth and made
him proud of them. The Guru further told Mahan Singh that,
those who had laid down their lives here, shall ever be
remembered as muktiis (the liberated ones). Mahan Sillgh was
overjoyed to he<lr this and breathed his last in peace.
After a couple of sojourns on the way, the Guru reached
Talwan<;li Sabo where he spent over nine months. That place,
since then, is known as Damdama Sahib (the sacred resting-place).
During his stay there, the Guru produced the final recension
of Sri GurU Granth Sahib. He also resumed his literary activity
there. That is why, Talwan<;li Sabo came to be known as Gunt s
Kashl, a seat oflearning. From there, the Guru produced an epistle,
in Persian, addressed to Aurangzeb, in which were mirrored to him
the tyrannies and treacheries that he perpetrated upon innocent
people. In that epistle, which was titled Zaftr Namah (the epistle
of victory) he also chastised the Emperor for not keeping his word
after swearing on the Koran. The Guru also informed him that he
(the Guru) was a peace-loving person, but if all efforts to preserve
peace fail, it becomes legitimate to pick up arms.
Aurangzeb received the letter, was filled with remorse, and
invited the Guru for a talk. However, he died soon after that and
a war of succession ensued bet\veen his sons. Bahadur Shah, the
eldest among them, sought the Guru's help and with the Guru's
timely help, succeeded and became the Emperor. After honouring
the Guru in Agra, he requested him to accompany him to the
South. The Guru agreed to do so, but after some time, parted
company with him and left for Nander.
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In the proximity ofNander there was an iishram on the bank
of River Godawari. It belonged to a bairagi (hermit) Madho Das.
When he saw the Guru, he was so captivated by his personality that
he surrendered himself before the Guru. The Guru baptized him
and induced him into the Order of the Khalsa, and gave him the
name of Gurbaksh Singh, who considered himself as the banda
(bondsman) of the Guru and was pleased when people remembered
him by that name. The Guru dispatched him to the Punjab to take
charge of the Sikh forces there and to continue the mission of
protecting the weak from the tyrannous rulers. The Guru gave him
letters addressed to the leading Sikhs to help him in his mission.
Five Sikhs were to accompany him. As a token of his personal
blessing, the Guru also gave him five arrows out of his own quiver.
The Nawab of Sirhind who was responsible for the cruel
death of the Guru's younger sons became much concerned when
he came to know of the Guru's proximity with the Emperor. So
he hired two Pa~han mercenaries to murder the Guru.
One day, when the Guru was taking rest, one of those
Pa~hans struck him with a dagger. But before he could give a
second blow, the Guru struck him dead with his sword. His
companion tried to escape but some alert Sikhs were able to
capture him and put him also to death.
The wound that the Guru got was apparently healing well,
but one day when the Guru tried to bend a bow, it gaped again
and blood began to gush out from it.
The Guru felt that his end was ncar. So he invited all the
Sikhs around to assemble and declared to them that after him
Sri Guru Granth Sahib shall be their eternal Guru. Then he loudly
chanted, "WahegurU ji ka Khalsa WahegurU ji ki Fateh" and
thereafter breathed his last.
He lived amidst mortals for just forry-two years, yet the
world must not have witnessed another life that was at once so
sublime, so inspiring, so action-packed, so replete with sacrifice,
so devoid of fear and yet so full of compassion - in short, so
complete in all respects.
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The One: Oankar, the Primal Being,
who dispels darkness through His Grace!
Ever prevails the Wonderful Lord!
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Sri Mukhvak Pat(i)sahi 10 (Dasvin).
Chhapai Chhaizd. Tva Prasiid(i).
Chakkra chihan ar(u) baran jat(i), ar(u) pat(i) nahin jih.
Rup rang ar(u) rekh bhekh, kou kah(i) na sakat kih.

Uttered by the Tenth Master.
Chhapai Chhand. By Your grace.
You have no sign or symbol, colour or caste,
You have no form or feature, mark or garb.
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Achal murat(i) anbhau prakash, amitoj(i) kahijjai.
Kor(i)
indra
indriir.z,
siih(u)
siihiir.z(i)
gaIJijjai.
Tribhavar.z mahip sur nar asur, net net ban trir.z kahat,
Tau sarab Niim kathai kavan, karam Niim barnat sumat(i). (1)

Steadfast your visage, self-luminous and vast,
Infinite your splendour, ever in parables cast!
Greater than million Indras, King of kings,
Your Name in the spheres of every universe rings.
Whenever, men, gods and demons, of You thought,
They only said, "You are not this, nor that."
And so say woods and so say blades of grass :
("You are not this, 0 Lord, You are not that !")
Who can Your Comprehensive Name describe?
Your Action-Names are all that chant the wise. 1.
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Bhujaizg Prayiit Chhaizd.
Namastwan aka/e. Namastwmi kripa/e.
Namastan ariipe. Namastan aniipe. (2)
Namastan abhekhe. Namastan a/ekhe.
Namastan
akae.
Namastan
ajae. (3)
Namastaiz agan)e. Namastan abhanje.
Namastmi aname. Namastan athame. (4)

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
I bow to the One Immortal,
I bow to the One who's Merciful.
I bow to the One who's formless.
I bow to the One who's peerless.2.
I bow to the One who's garbless.
I bow to the One unaccountable.
To the One who is incorporeal.
I bow to the One un-begotten.3.
I bow to the One invincible.
I bow to the One infringible.
I bow the One who's nameless.
I bow to the One abodeless.4.
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akarman. Namastan adharman.
aniiman. Namastan adhiiman. (5)
Namastan
abhite.
ajite.
Namastan
abiihe.
at/hiihe. (6)
Namastan
aniide.
anile.
agiidhe.
(7)
Namastan
achhede.

I bow to the One sans action.
I bow to the One sans credence.
I bow to the One who's nameless.
I bow to the One who's homeless.5.
I bow to the One unvanquished.
I bow to the One undaunted.
I bow to the One unshakeable.
I bow to the One invincible.6.
I bow to the One, who's formless,
I bow to the One sans origin.
I bow to the One who's faultless.
I bow to the One inscrutable.?
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Namastan
Namastan
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Namastan
abhanje.
aganje.
apiire.(8)
udiire.
Namastan
su
ekai.
Namastan
anekai.
abhute.
Namastan
ajupe.(9)
nrikarme. Namastan nribharme.
nridese. Namastan nribhese. (I 0)

I bow to the One invincible.
I bow to the One unbreakable.
I bow to the One most generous.
I bow to the One who's boundless.S.
I bow to the Singular Entity,
In countless forms unfolding.
I bow to the un-elemental,
I bow to the un-entangled.9.
I bow to the One immovable.
To the One who's un-deludable.
I bow to the One who's home-less.
I bow to the One who is garbless. 1O.
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Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan

nrmame.
Namastan
nrikiime.
nridhiite. Namastan nrighiite. (J 1)
nridhiite.
Namastali
abhiite.
aloke.
Namastan
ashoke. (J 2)
nritiipe.
Namastan
athiipe.
trimiine. Namastan nidhiine. (J 3)

bow to the One who's nameless.
I bow to the One desireless.
I bow to the One immaterial.
I bow to the One immortal.ll.
I bow to the One unshakeable.
To the One who's insubstantial.
I bow to the One invisible.
I bow to the One un-grieving.12.
I bow to the One un-distressed.
I bow to the un-established.
I bow to the all-time honoured.
I bow to the all-time treasured.13.
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Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan
Namastan

agahe.
Namastan
abahe.
tribarge. Namastan asarge. (J 4)
prabhoge. Namastan sujoge.
arange. Namastan abhange. (15)
aganme. Namastast(u) ranme.
jaliisre. Namaj"tan nirasre. (16)

I bow to the One unfathomed.
I bow to the One unshaken.
To the Lord of all three templets.
I bow to the un-begotten.14.
I bow to the all-time reveller,
I bow to the all-uniting.
I bow to the One untainted.
I bow to the One unbreakable.IS.
I bow to the One unreachable.
I bow to the One pervasive.
I bow to the Lord of oceans.
To the One who's Self-sustaining.16.

'.
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Namastan
ajate.
Namastan
apate.
Namastan amajbe. Namastast(u) ajbe. (I 7)
Adesan
adese.
Namastan
abhese.
Namastan nridhame. Namastan nribame. (I 8)
Nama
sarb
kale.
Nama
sarb
diaLe.
Nama sarb rope. Nama sarb bhiipe.(J9)

I bow to the One, who's caste-less.
I bow to the One, who's clan-less,
I bow to the One, who is creedless,
I bow to the haven of wonder.I?
I bow to the One, who's stateless,
I bow to the One, who is garb-less.
I bow to the One, who's home-less.
I bow to the One, who's spouseless.IS .
. I bow to the Great Demolisher.
I bow to the One, Beneficent.
I bow to the One so Beautiful.
I bow to the Cosmic Ruler. 19.

.:
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Namo sarb khape.
Namo sarb thape.
Namo sarb kale. Namo sarb pale. (20)
devai.
Namastan
abhevai.
Namastast(u)
Namastan ajanme. Namastan subanme. (21)
Namo sarb gaune. Namo sarb bhaune.
Namo sarb range. Namo sarb bhange. (22)

I bow to the One Demolisher.
I bow to the One Establisher.
I bow to the All-Eraser.
I bow to the All-Preserver.20.
I bow to the One most worshipped.
To the One who holds no secret.
To the One who's uncreated.
I bow to His matchless splendour.2I.
I bow to the One pervasive,
To the One who's ever ubiquitous.
Revealed in every colour.
I bow to the Sole Demolisher.22.
"
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Nama
kal kale.
Namastast(u)
diale.
Namastan abarne. Namastan amarne.(23)
Namastan Jararan.
Namastan kritaran.
Nama sarb dhandhe. Nama sat abandhe. (24)
nrisake.
Namastan
nribake.
Namastan
Namastan . rahime. Namastan karime. (25)

I bow to the Death 0' fatality.
I bow to the Fount of Favour.
I bow to the Indescribable.
I bow to the One Immortal.23.
I bow to the One never aging.
To the One who's ever creating.
To the One who's ever pursuant.
I bow to the Truth un-ending.24.
I bow to the One, who's kin-less.
I bow to the One, who's fearless.
I bow to the One ever Merciful.
I bow to the One most Bountiful.25.
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Namastan anante. Namastan mahante.
Namastast(u) rage. Namastan suhage. (26)
Namo sarb sokhan. Namo sarb pokhan.
Namo sarb karta. Namo sarb harta. (27)
Namo jog joge. Namo bhog bhoge.
Namo sarb diale. Namo sarb pale. (28)

I bow to the One Unlimited.
I bow to the One exalted.
I bow to the Love most ardent.
To the One, who's most Auspicious.26.
I bow to the One who dries all.
I bow to the One who fills all.
I bow to the One who creates all.
I bow to the One who annuls a11.27.
I bow to the Great Renouncer.
I bow to the One great reveller.
I bow to the One, who's Clement.
I bow to the One, who's Provident.28.
,~
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Chiichari Chhaizd. Tva Prasad(i).
Ariip
haiiz.
Aniip
haiiz.
Ajli. haiiz. Abhii haiiz. (29)
Alekh haiiz. Abhekh haiiz.
Anam haiiz. Akam haiiz. (30)
haiiz.
Abhe
hain.
Adhe
Afit hain. Abhit hain.(31)

Chachari Chhaild. By Your Grace.
Formless, peerless,
Boundless, bondless.29.
Probeless, garbless,
Nameless, passionless.3D.
Unthinkable, undaunted,
Invincible, unfrightened.31.
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Trimiin hain. Nidhiin hain.
Tribarg hain. Asarg hain. (32)
Anil haiJi.
Aniid(i) haiJi.
Aje haiJi. Ajiid(i) haiJi. (33)
Ajanam haiJi. Abarn haiJi.
Abhiit hain. Abharn haiJi. (34)
AgaJij haiJi. AbhaJij haiJi.
Ajhiijh haiJi. Ajhanjh hain. (35)

.",,

;

Worshipped in all Three Worlds,
Treasure of all the treasures,
Fount of all Three Qualities,
All-causing, yet, causeless.32.
Untainted, sans beginning,
Unconquered, and unbonded.33.
Unbegotten and untainted.
Incorporeal, Self-supported.34.
Indestructible and unbreakable,
Invulnerable, Invioable.35 .
.',
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Amik
hain.
Rafik
hain.
Adhmidh hain. Abandh hain. (36)
Nribiijh hain. Asii.jh hain.
Aka! !Jain. Aja! hain. (37)
Aliih
hain.
Ajah
!Jain.
Anant hain. Mahant haili. (38)
hain.
Nrisrik
hain.
A!ik
Nrilanbh !Jain. Asanbh hain. (39)

Profound, a Friend around.
Unoccupied and unbound.36.
Inscrutable, unconceivable,
Immortal, and unshakeable.37.
One Allah, sans location,
Unlimited and Supreme.38.
Inscrutable and un-rivalled.
Unbolstered, Un-revealed.39.
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Agahm haih. Ajahm haih.
Abhut haih. Achhut haih.(40)
A/ok
haih.
Ashok
haih.
Akarm haih. Abharm haih.(41)
haih.
Abhit
haih.
Ajit
Ablih hain. Aglih hain.(42)
Amlin haih. Nidhiin haih.
Anek haih. Phir(i) ek haih.(43)

Inaccessible, un-begotten,
Impalpable, im-materia1.40.
Invisible and un-grieving,
Sans ritual, undeluded.41.
Unconquerable, unafraid,
Unshakeable and unfathomed.42.
Sans measure, virtue's treasure.
Innumerable, albeit One.43.
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Bhujaizg Prayat Chhaizd.
Nama sarb mane. Samasti nidhane.
Nama dev deve. Abhekhi abheve. (44)
Nama kal kale. Nama sarb pale.
Nama sarb gau1Je. Nama sarb bhau1Je.(45)
Anangi anathe.
Nrisangi pramathe.
Nama bhan bhane. Nama man mane. (46)

Bhujailg Prayat Chhaild
Hail! the One utmost acclaimed,
Hail! the Treasure of all abundance,
Hail ! the God of all the gods,
Hail! Ungarbed and Unconcealed.44.
Hail! the One Eraser of Death,
Hail! the One sustainer of all,
Hail! Pervades who every place,
Hail! who dwells in every Spot.45.
Hail! the One sans form, sans Master,
Hail! the unparalleled Destroyer,
Hail! the Source of all the suns,
Hail! the soul of all reverence.46.
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Nama chandra chandre. Nama bhan bhane.
Nama git gite. Nama tan tane. (47)
Nama nritt nritte. Nama nad nade.
Nama pan pane. Nama bad bade. (48)
Anaizgi
aname.
Samasti
sariipe.
Prabhangi pramathe. Samasti bibhute.(49)

Hail! the Moon of all the moons,
Hail! the Sun of all the suns,
Hail! the Song of all the songs,
Hail! the Tune of all the tunes.47.
Hail ! the Dance of all the dances,
Hail! the Sound of all the sounds,
Hail! the Beater of all the Drums,
Hail! the Striker of all the notes.48.
Hail! the formless and the nameless;
Hail! the all-pervasive Beauty,
Hail! the wielder of the Doom.
Hail! the Source of all the wealth.49.
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Kalankan
bina
ne-kalanki
sarupe.
Namo raj rajeshwaran param rupe. (50)
Namo jog jogeshwaran param siddhe.
Namo raj rajeshwaran param bridhe.(51)
Namo shastra piilJe. Namo astra malJe.
Namo param giata. Namo 10k mata. (52)

Hail! the One without a blame,
Hail! the One without a blemish,
Hail! the Ruler of all the rulers,
Hail! Existence most Supreme. 50.
Hail! the Lord of all the Yogis,
Hail! the One Siddha supreme,
Hail! the Kings of all the gods,
Hail! deserves who all Esteem.51.
Hail! the One wielder of weapons,
Hail! the hurler of missiles,
Hail! the Wisdom ultimate,
Hail! The Cosmic Mother of a11.52.
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Abhekhi
abharmi
abhogi
abhugte.
Namo jog jogeshwaran param jugte. (53)
narae1J,e
kror
karme.
Nama
nitt
Namo pret apret deve sudharme. (54)
Namo rog harta namo rag rope.
Namo shah shahan namo bhup bhupe.(55)

Hail! the Lord who has no garb,
Hail! the One deluded never,
Hail! the One detached unravished,
Hail! the One who's tempted never,
Hail! the Yogi utmost skilled. 53.
Hail! the One God omnipotenr,
Hail! the author of awesome deeds,
Hail! the Lord of all the spirits,
Hail! the God of angels, devils,
Hail! the Light of Faith benign. 54.
Hail ! the Healer of every ailment,
Hail! the Form of Ultimate Bliss,
Hail! the Sovereign of the sovereigns,
Hail ! the Paramount potentate. 55.
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Namo dan dane namo man mane.
Namo
rog roge namastan snane. (56)
Namo mantra mantran. Namo jantra jantran.
Namo isht ishte. Namo tantra tantran. (57)
Sadii
Sacchda-nand
sarban
pralJasi.
Aniipe
ariipe
samastul
nivasi. (58)

Hail! the Generous Giver of gifts,
Hail! Bestower of every honour,
Hail! Dispels who all disease,
Hail! Resrores who perfect health. 56.
Hail! the Mantra of all the mantras,
Hail! the Charm of every charm,
Hail ! the Deity of all the deities,
Hail ! the Spell of all the spells. 57.
Hail! the Ever, Truth-Conscious-Bliss,
Hail! the sole Destroyer of all,
Hail! Unique, without a form.
Hail! the Spirit indwells who al1.58.
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Sada sidh-dii
budh-da
bridh
kartii.
Adho urdh ardhan aghan ogh hartii.(59)
Faran parm parmeswaran proehh piiLan.
Sadd sarab-da siddh datii diiiLan. (60)
Achhedi
abhedi
aniiman
akiiman.
Samasto pariiji samastast(u) dhiiman. (61)

Hail ! the Source of every Power,
Hail! the Fount of every wit,
Hail! the Cause of Power occult,
Hail! the sole Eraser of sin. 59.
Hail! Transcendent Lord Supreme,
Hail! Provider un-observed,
Hail! Bestower of Powers Occult,
Hail! the one clement Provider.60.
Hail! the One impregnable Lord,
Hail! Existence impenetrable,
Hail! the Nameless, passion-less Lord,
Hail! Defeats who might of all,
Hail! Who dwells in every spot.61.
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Tera jor(u). Chiichari Chhand.
fale
hairz.
Thale
hain.
Abhit haifz. Abhe haiiz. (62)
Prabhii
haifz.
Ajii
hain.
Ades hain. Abhes hain.(63)

By Your Power. Chachari Chhaild.
(You, 0 Lord,)
Preside over waters,
P~vade in the land,
Transcend all fear,
The Mystery Beyond.62.
The Master of all,
Immutable ever,
Without an abode.
Without any guise.63.
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Bhujang Prayiit Chhand.
Agiidhe
abiidhe.
Anandi
sariipe.
Nama sarb miine. Samasti nidhiine. (64)
Namastwan nriniithe. Namastwan pramiithe.
Namastwan aganje. Namastwan abhanje. (65)

Bhujatig Prayat Chhatid
Hail! the unfathomable,
Hail! the ever unhindered,
Hail! the Bliss-incarnate,
Hail! the ever-venerated,
Hail! the Treasure veritable.64.
Hail! the One sans a master,
Hail ! the Grand Destroyer,
Hail! the ever Un-conquered,
Hail! the never destroyed.65
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Namastwan
akale.
Namastwan
apale.
Nama sarb dese. Nama sarb bhese.(66)
Nama
raj
raje.
Nama
saj
saJe.
Nama shah shahe. Nama mah mahe.(67)
Nama
git gite.
Nama
prit prite.
Nama rakh rakhe. Nama sakh sakhe.(68)

Hail! the Lord immortal,
The Self-supporting Master,
Abiding every land,
Inhabiting every garb.66.
Hail! the King of kings,
Designer of all designs,
Hail! the Ruler of rulers,
Hail! the Light of moons.67.
Hail ! the Song of songs,
Hail! the Love of loves,
Hail! the Fury 0' furies,
Hail! the Drought of droughts.68.
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Nama
sarb
rage.
Nama
sarb
bhage.
Nama sarb }itan. Nama sarb bhitan. (69)
Nama sarb giiinan. Nama parm tiinan.
Nama sarb mantran. Nama sarb jantran. (70)
Nama sarb drissan. Nama sarb krissan.
Nama sarb range. Tribhangi anange. (71)

Hail ! the source of ailments,
Hail! Enjoyer of relishes,
Hail! the utmost Conqueror,
Hail! Generates who Awe.69.
Hail! the ultimate Wisdom,
Hail! the All-attracting,
Hail! the Lord of the Word,
Hail! the Master of spells.70.
Hail! the all-observing,
Hail! the Power Supreme,
Hail! the all-enjoying,
Hail! the all-destroying.7l.
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Nama jiv Jwan.
Nama bij bije.
Akhijje abhijje. Samastan prasijje. (72)
Kripiilan sariipe,
kukarman prar:ziisi.
Sadii sarb-dii ridh(i) sidhan niviisi. (73)

Hail! the Life of Beings,
Hail ! the kernel of seeds,
Unvexed and unattached,
Hail! the never embarrassed,
Hail! the ever Compassionate.72.
Hail! Kindness incarnate,
Hail! Destroyer of sin,
Hail! the fount of miracles,
Hail! the Power occult.73.
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Charpa! Chhaizd. Tva Prasiid(i).
kanne.
Aizbrit
dharme.
Aizmrit
bhoge.
(74)
Achall
Akhall
Joge.
saje.
Achall
Atall
raje.
Akhall dharmaiz. Alakh kannaiz. (75)
Sarbaiz
Sarbaiz
glata.
data.
bhane.
Sarbaiz
Sarban
mane. (76)

Charpa! Chhaild. By Your Grace.
Nectar-like Your deeds,
Immutable Your Laws,
Blissful is Your Yoga,
Perennial Your Rule.74.
Perpetual Your kingdom,
Perennial Your Works,
Unhindered Your Laws,
Unknowable Your deeds.75.
The One Bestower to all,
The One Cognizer of all,
The Solar Lord Eternal,
The Pride of one and a11.76.
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Sarban
triir,zan.
prii1:zan.
bhugtii. Sarban jugtii. (77)
devan.
Sarban
bhelJan.
kiile.
Sarban
piiJe. (78)

The Source of all the Life,
The strength of every Power,
The Reveller ultimate,
And Ever united with all.77.
The God of all the gods,
The Mystery Great eternal,
Destroyer of every form,
Sustainer of one and a11.78.
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Ad(i)
Sarb
Sarb
lattra

RUiil Chhand. Tva Prasiid(i).
riip anad(i) murat(i), ajon(i) purakh apar.
man triman de1J, abhev ad(i) udiir.
palak sarb ghalak, sarb ko pun(i) kal.
tattra biraj-hi, avdhut rUp rasal. (79)

RliaI Chhatid. By Your Grace.
Primal Being, Form Transcendent.
Never cast into a womb,
In all Three worlds adored by all.
Mystery Divine, Primal Compassion,
Protector of all,
Destroyer of all,
Ultimate cause of the Dooms-day call,
Present everywhere,
And free of care,
Beauty exquisite that ever enthrals.79.
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Nam {ham na jat(i) jakar, rii.p rang na rekh.
Ad(i) purakh udiir miirat(z), ajon(i) iid(z) asekh.
Des aur na bhes jakar, rii.p rekh na rag.
lattra tattra disha visha, hue phailio anurag. (80)

Nameless, placeless, sans a caste,
Sans a colour, contour and mark,
Primal, Bountiful, un-begotten,
Ever transcendent, immaculate,
Unconfined to land or garb,
Sans a shape, a feature or form,
Here and there and everywhere,
He Pervades as Essence of Love.SO.
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Niim kiim bihin pekhat, dhiim hun naih jiihe.
Sarb miin sarbattra miin, sadaiv miinat tiihe.
Ek murat(i) anek darshan, kin riip anek.
Khel khel akhel khelan, ant ko phir(i) ek.(81)

Nameless, want-less, sans abode,
Everywhere, Everyone whom adores,
Singular, yet, with myriad forms
Creation, ever His lively sport,
Spreads His Play,
Then Folds up the Game,
And becomes the 'One' again.81.
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Dell bhev na jan-hi, jih bed aur kateb.
Riip rang na jat(i) pat(i), su janai kinh jeb.
Tat mat na jat )akar, janam maran bihin.
Chakkra bakkra phirai chatur chakk, man-hi pur tin. (82)

All the Vedas and Semitic texts,
His Mystery can't discern.
He has no colour nor caste nor clan,
So how can He be known?
Sans lineage, sans birth, sans death,
The Hallowed Disc of His Power whirls,
In the four corners and triune worlds.82.
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Lok chaudah ke bikhai, jag jiip-hi jinh jiip.
Ad(i) dev aniid(i) murat(i), thiipio sabai jinh thiip(i).
Param rilp punit murat(i), puran purakh apiir.
Sarb bisva rachio suyambhav, garan bhanjanhiir. (83)

Ever invoked in spheres Fourteen,
Is His Presence Benign.
Primal Being and Lord eternal,
Fashioned who Great Design,
Ever Transcendent, sacred Visage,
Fathomless, faultless, flawless ever,
Self-resplendent, Cause of the universe,
What he makes, unmakes as wel1.83 .
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Kiil hin kalii sanjugat{i), akiil purakh ades.
Dharam dhiim su bharam rahit, abhut alakh abhes.
Ang riig na rang jiikaih, jiit{i) piit{i) na niim.
Garab ganjan dushr bhanjan, mukat{i) diiik kiim. (84)

Deathless Being, adroit and skilled,
Who's beyond both Time and Space,
Seat of Faith, devoid of doubt,
Ever invisible, sans a garb,
Has no limb or sport or game,
Has no caste or clan or name,
Tears He pride,
Subverts He bane.
Grants Liberation, fulfils Aim.84.
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Ap rup amik an ustat(i), ek purakh avdhut.
Garab ganjan sarab bhanjan, ad(i) rUp asut.
Ang hin abhang anatam, ek purakh apar.
Sarb laik sarb ghaik, sarb ko pratipar. (85)

Self-existent, deep, mysterious,
Care-free, brooks no peer nor praise,
Life He shatters, pride He smashes,
Primal Being,
un-begotten,
Sans a body,
sans a soul,
Primal Person, ever Infinite,
All-accomplishing, all-abolishing,
He preserves His Creatures a11.85.
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Sarb ganta sarb hantii, sarb te anbhekh.
Sarb shiistra na jiin-hi, jinh riip rang(u) ar(u) rekh.
Param bed puriir; jiikaih, net bhiikhat nitt.
Kot(i) sinmrit puriin shiistra, na iivai voh chitto (86)

Reaching here, destroying there,
And distinct from one and all.
None of the shastras are cognizant
With His feature, colour or form.
Utter the lIedas and the shastras,
"He is neither this nor that!"
Simritis, shastras and Puranas.
They all can imagine Him not.86.
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Madhubhiir Chhand. Tva Prasiid(i).
Gun gan udiir. Mahima apiir.
Asan abhang. Upma anang.(81)
Anbhau prakash. Nisdin anash.
Ajan biih(u). Shahan Shiih(u).(88)
bhan.
Riijiin
raj.
Bhaniin
Deviin dev. Upma mahan. (89)

Madhubhar Chharid.

By

Your Grace.

Mine of virtue,
Treasure of splendour,
Throne immutable,
Praise unmatched.87.
Self-created,
Non-destructible,
Hero long-armed,
King of kings.88.
Ruler of rulers,
Light of suns,
God of godlings,
Glory Supreme.89.
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h1dran
indra.
Baliin
bal.
Rankan
rank.
Kaliin
kal. (90)
Anbhut
ang.
Abha
abhmig.
Gat(i) mit(i) apar. Gun gan udar. (91)
Mun(i)
gan
pranam.
Nirbhai
nikiim.
At(i) dut(i) prachanrj. Mit(i) gat(i) akhan4, (92)

The Lord of Indras,
Higher than the high,
Poorest of the poor,
The Death of death.90.
'Being' Immaterial,
Glory steadfast,
Span infinite,
And virtues vast.91.
Praised by sages,
Dauntless, desire-less,
Dazzling effulgence,
Span unbroken.92.
... / ,
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A/isya
karam.
Adrishya
dharam.
Sarbii bhan:zii4hya. An4an4 bii4hya. (93)
Chachari Chhaizd. Tva Prasiid(i).
Gubinde. Mukande. Udare. Apiire. (94)
Harian. Karian. Nriniime. Akiime. (95)

Effortless Your Works,
Concealed Your Laws,
Brimming Your vessels,
Without any flaws.93.

Chachari Chhand. By Your Grace.
The Master,

t

.. , .
~

Liberator,
Gracious,
Infinite.94.
The Maker,
Un-maker,
Desireless,
Unnamed.95 .
.',
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Bhujailg Prayat Chhaizd.
Chattra chakkra karta. Chattra chakkra harta.
Chattra chakkra dane. Chattra chakkra jane. (96)
Chattra chakkra varti. Chattra chakkra bharti.
Chattra chakkra pale. Chattra chakkra kale. (97)
Chattra chakkra piise. Chattra chakkra vase.
Chattra chakkra miinyai. Chattra chakkra danyai. (98)

Bhujang Prayat Chhand
The Creator of all four directions,
Destroyer of all four directions,
Benevolent to all four directions,
Aware of all four directions.96.
Pervasive in all four directions,
Evolving in all four directions,
Preserves He all four directions,
Levels up all four directions. 97.
Proximate in all four directions,
Abiding in all four directions,
Adored in all four directions,
Bountiful in all four directions.98.
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ChiU:hari Chhaizd.
Na shattrai. Na mittrai. Na bharman. Na bhittrai. (99)
Na karman. Na kiie. Ajanman. Ajiie.(JOO)
Na chittrai. Na mittrai. Pare hain. Pavittrai. (I 0 1)
Prithisai.
Adisai.
Adrisai.
Akrisai. (102)

Chachari Chharid
Sans a foe,
Sans a friend,
Free of doubt,
Un-appalled. 99.
Sans the deeds,
Sans the forms,
Sans a birth,
Beyond abode. 100.
Sans an image,
Sans a peer,
Farthest of far,
Kempt and Pure. 10 1.
The Lord of the earth,
Invisible ever,
Mystery entire,
Powerless never. 102.
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Bhagvati Chhaizd. Tva Prasiid(i) Kathate.
desai.
Ki
abhijj
bhesai.
Ki
achhijj
Ki aganj karmai. Ki abhanj bharmai. (J 03)
Ki
abhij
lokai.
Ki
adit
sokai.
Ki avdhiit barnai. Ki bibhiit karnai. (104)
Ki rajan prabha hain. Ki dharman dhujii hain.
Ki iishok barnai. Ki sarbii abharnai. (J 05)

Bhagvati Chharid. Narrated by Your Grace.
Imperishable Domain,
Impregnable Attire,
Inviolate Your Acts,
Deluded never. 103.
Detached from the world
o Scorcher of the suns,
Impeccable Your mien,
Adroit Your charter. 104.
The glory of Regality,
The banner of Sanctity,
Who grieves nor sorrows,
Sustains who al1.105.
:
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Ki
Ki
Ki
Ki
Ki
Ki

jagtan kriti hain. Ki chhatran chhatri hain.
brahaman sariipai. Ki anbhau anupai. (106)
iid(i) adev hain. Ki iip(i) abhev hairl.
chittran bihinai. Ki ekai adhinai. (J 07)
rozz
raziikai.
Rahimai
rihiikai.
piik be-aib hain. Ki ghaibul ghaib hain. (J 08)

Creator of the world,
The Bravest of the brave,
The Spirit Ultimate,
Inimitable Charm.! 06.
Primal, sans a Master,
Mysterious and profound,
DefYing portrayal,
Depending on Thy Self.! 07.
Provider of sustenance.
The Merciful Liberator,
Immaculate and unblemished,
Mystery unresolved.l 08.
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Ki
Ki
Ki
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afiul gunah haili. Ki shahan shah hain.
karan kunind hain. Ki rozi dahind hain. (I 09)
razak rahim haHz. Ki karman karim hain.
sarban kali hain. Ki sarban dali hain. (I 10)
sarbattra maniyai. Ki sarbattra daniyai.
sarbattra gaunai. Ki sarbattra bhaunai. (111)

Forgiver of every sin,
The King of all the kings,
The Cause of every cause,
Provider of every soul. 109.
The Munificent Bestower,
The fount of all Compassion,
The Master of every Power,
And Chastiser supreme. I I O.
Acknowledged everywhere,
Showering gifts on all,
Reaching every place,
Inhabiting every space. I II.
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Ki sarbattra desai. Ki sarbattra bhesai.
Ki sarbattra riijai. Ki sarbattra siijai. (112)
Ki sarbattra dinai.
Ki sarbattra finai.
Ki sarbattra jiiho. Ki sarbattra bhiiho. (J 13)
Ki sarbattra desai. Ki sarbattra bhesai.
Ki sarbattra kiifai. Ki sarbattra pafai. (114)

Inhabiting every land,
Arraying every garb,
Governing every Kingdom,
Creating every form.112.
Providing every creature,
Depriving every mortal,
The Grace in every Glory,
The Grandeur of Resplendence.113.
Inhabiting every land,
Arrayed in every garb,
Assigning every death,
Ascribing every lot.114.
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sarbattra hantii. Ki sarbattra ganta.
sarbattra bhekhi. Ki sarbattra pekhi. (I 15)
sarbattra kiijai. Ki sarbattra riijai.
sarbattra sokhai. Ki sarbattra pokhai. (116)
sarbattra triir.zai. Ki sarbattra priir.zai.
sarbattra desai. Ki sarbattra bhesai. (117)

Destroyer of every place,
The Knower of every soul,
The wearer of every garb,
Observing one and all.l15.
Involved in every task,
Controlling every mind,
Drying up all to death,
Yet, sustaining all. I 16.
The Source of every strength,
The life in every breath.
Pervading every land,
And clothed in every garb.lll.
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Ki sarbattra maniyain. Sadaivan pradhaniyain.
Ki sarbattra jiipiyai. Ki sarbattra thapiyai. (J 18)
Ki sarbattra bhanai. Ki sarbattra manai.
Ki sarbattra Indrai. Ki sarbattra chandrai. (J 19)
Ki sarban kalimai. Ki parmmi fthimai.
Ki akal alamai. Ki sahib kalamai. (120)

Acknowledged in every place,
Esteemed in every age,
Invoked by every heart,
Establishing every sou1.l18.
The Sun of every land,
Acclaimed in every place,
The Chief of /ndras all,
The Moon of every heart.119.
The Soul 0' every utterance,
The intellect most supreme,
The Wisdom most sublime,
Mellifluous muse Divine.120.
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Ki husnal vajii hain. Tamamul rujii hain.
Hamesul salamain. Salikhat mudiimain. (121)
Ghanimul
shikastai.
Gharibul
parastai.
Bilandul makanain. Zaminul zamanain. (122)
Tamizul
tamiimain.
Rujiial
nidhanain.
Har~fUl
azzmarn.
Raziiik yakinain. (J 23)

The Acme 0' Exquisite Beauty,
The focus of all attraction,
Tranquil in every age,
Creator sempiternaI.I21.
Chastiser of the wicked,
Protector of the humble,
With lodgment most sublime,
Pervading space and time.I22.
Unblemished all His manners,
Focused all intention,
Friend of every mortal,
And sure Provider of a11.123.
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Anekul trang hain. Abhed hain abhang hain.
Azizul mvaz hain. Ghanimul khira) hain. (124)
Nirukt sartip hain. Trimukt{i) bibhiit hain.
Prabhugt{i) prabha hain. Su )ugt{i) sudha hain. (J 25)
Sadaivan
sartip hain.
Abhedi aniip
hain.
Samasto para) hain. Sadii sarb sa) hain. (126)

Countless are Your humours.
Seamless is Your Secret.
Salvage all Your devotees,
Smite you vulgar foes. 124.
Ineffable is Your Beauty,
Transcending natures three,
Astounding is Your radiance,
Brimming with Nectar sweet. 125.
Eternal is Your Beauty,
Unrivalled is Your Glory,
Victorious are Your ways,
Design You all Creation. 126.
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Samastul salam !Jain. Sadaival akiim hain.
Nribiidh sarup !Jain. Agiidh hain anup hain. (127)
o an
iid(i)
rupe.
Aniid(i)
sarupai.
Anangi
aniime.
Tribhangi
trikiime. (J 28)
Tribargan
tribiidhe.
Aganje
agiidhe.
Shubhan sarab bhiige. Su sarbii anuriige. (J 29)

The Source of all serenity,
Transcend You all desire,
You reckon no obstruction,
Unique are all Your ways.I2l.
'Om': Your form primaeval !
No beginning binds Your Aspect.
You have no name, nor feature,
You make, unmake Creation. 128.
Controller 0' triune matrix,
Imperishable and unfathomed,
Benign commander of fate,
You Lavish Love on a11.129.
,;..
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Tribhugat sariip hain. Achhijj hain achhut hain.
Ki narkali prmJiis hain. Prithiul praviis hain. (J 30)
Nirukt(i) prabhii hain. Sadaivan sadii hain.
Bibhugt(i) sarup hain. Prajugt(i) am7p hain. (J 31)
Nirukt(i) sadii hain. Bibhugt(i) prabhii !Jain.
Anukt(i) sariip hain. Prajugt(i) anup hain. (132)

Inviolate and intangible,
Enjoy You all three worlds,
Annuller of all infernos,
Inheritor of the earth. 130.
Ineffable is Your glory,
Perpetual is Your State,
Intangible is Your form,
And incomparable style.I3I.
Eternal, and unpraiseable,
Transcendent is Your Splendour,
Indescribable Your Charm.
Your fellowship ever unique.132.
;.~)
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Abharm
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Chiichari Chhand.
hain.
Anang
hain.
hain. Alekh hain.(J33)
hain.
Akarm
hain.
hain. jugiid(i) hain. (J34)
Abai
hain.
hain.
hain. Adhut hain.(J35)

Chachari Chharid.

.'

,

Indestructible,
Incorporeal,
Un-attired,
Un-accountable. 133.
Beyond delusion,
Sans any ritual,
Sans inception,
Beyond all Time. 134.
Conquered never,
Ever Undaunted,
Insubstantial,
And Un-shakeable. 135.
'~'"
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Anas
haiJi.
Udiis
hain.
Adhandh hain. Abandh hain. (136)
Abhagat hain. Birakat hain.
Aniish hain. Prakash hain.(J37)
Nichint
hain.
Suniilt
hain.
Alikkh hain. Adikkh hain. (J38)
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Indestructible,
Ever indifferent,
Un-entangled,
Sans any bond.136.
Indivisible,
Uninvolved,
Indestructible,
Ever effulgent. 137.
Anxious never,
Lasting ever,
Unaccountable,
Hiding ever. 138.
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ALekh haiiz. Abhekh haiiz.
Adhiih haiiz. Agiih haiiz. (I 39)
Asaizbh haiiz. Agaizbh haiiz.
AniL haiiz. Aniid(i) haiiz. (I 40)
Anitt haiiz. Sunitt haiiz.
Ajiit hain. Aziid hain. (J41)

Unaccountable,
Unparalleled,
Indomitable,
Inexhaustible. 139.
Self-appointed,
Fathomed never,
Immaculate,
Sans incipience. 140.
Un-appointed,
Ever eternal,
Unbegotten,
Free of bonds.141.
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Charpa! Chhaizd Tva Prasiid(i).
Sarbaiz
haiztii.
Sarbaiz
gaiztii.
Sarbaiz khiiitii. Sarbaiz giiitii. (I 42)
Sarban
hartii.
Sarbaiz
kartii.
Sarban prii7'}an. Sarban trii7'}an. (I 43)
Sarban karman. Sarban dharman.
Sarban jugtii. Sarban muktii. (I 44)

J
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Charpat Chhati.d. By Your Grace.
Destroying all,
Salvaging all,
Discoursed by all,
Aware of all.142.
Depriving all,
Creating all,
The Breath of all,
The Strength of all. 143.
In every work,
In every creed,
Attached to all,
And free from all. 144.
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Rasaval Chhaizd. Tva Prasad(i).
Nama narak nase. Sadaivan prakase.
Anangan sampe. Abhangan bibhi7te.(I45)
Pramathan pramathe. Sada sarab sathe.
Agiidh
sampe.
Nribadh
bibhute. (146)

Rasaval Chhaild. By Your Grace.
Salutations to
The destroyer of hell,
The Light Perennial,
Formless Beauty,
Royal ty Integra1.145.
Salutations to
The slayer of all the wicked,
Companion to one and all,
Beauty most incredible,
And unending Glory.146.
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Anaizgi
aname.
Tribhaizgi
trikame.
sariipe.
Sarbaizgi aniipe. (141)
Nribhaizgi
Na potrai na puttrai. Na sattrai na mittrai.
Na tatai na matai. Na jatai na patai. (J 48)
Nrisakaiz sarik haiiz. Amito amik haiiz.
Sadaivaiz prabha haiiz. Ajai haiiz aja haiiz. (J 49)

Salutations to the One
Sans limb or name,
Fulfiller, destroyer, of all Three Worlds,
Unblemished Charm,
Unrivalled Grace.147.
Salutations to the One
Sans sons or grandsons,
friend and foe.
Sans father or mother,
and caste or clan.148.
Salutations to the One
Without kin or peer,
With seamless depth,
With endless Glory,
Unhumbled, unborn.149.
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Bhagvati Chhaizd. Tva Prasiid(i).
Ki zahar zahiir haiiz. Ki hazar haziir hahi.
Hameshul salam haiiz. Samastul kalam haiiz. (J 50)
Ki sahib dimagh haiiz. Ki husnul chiragh haiiz.
Ki kamal kari;;;haiiz. Ki razak rahim haiiz. (J 51)
Ki rozi dihiizd haiiz. Ki razak rahiizd haiiz.
Karimul kamal haiiz. Ki husnul Jamal haiiz. (J 52)

Bhagvati Chhand. By Your Grace.
Unambiguous Your presence,
'Here and now' Your Splendour,
Un-declining Amity,
All Your word divine.150.
The Master Lord of Wisdom,
The brilliant Lamp of Beauty,
The Consummate Compassion,
The all-providing Mercy.151.
Provider of every morsel,
Bestower of gifts enormous,
Compassion most supernal,
And Beauty most benign.152.
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Ghanimul khiriij haiiz. Gharibul mvaz haiiz.
Hariful shikaizn hain. Hiriisul fikann hain. (J 53)
Kalankan pra1}iis haiiz. Samastul niviis haiiz.
Aganjul ghanim hain. Raziiik rahim haiil. (J 54)
Samastur~ubiin hain. Ki siihib kiriin hain.
Ki narkan pra1}iis haiiz. Bahishtul niviis hain. (J 55)

Chastiser of the tyrants,
Supporter of the humble,
Destroyer of oppressors,
Dispeller of alarm. 153.
Erasing every stigma,
Inhabiting every soul,
By enemies undefeated,
Provider most Benign.I54.
Of every tongue, the utterance,
Of every fate, the Master,
Destroyer of every Hell,
Inhabiting every Heaven.I55 .
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Ki sarbul gavarm hain. Hamesul ravann hain.
Tamamul tamiz hain. Samastul aziz hain. (J 56)
Paran param ish hain. Samastul adis hain.
Adesul alekh hain. Hameshul abhekh hain. (J 51)
Zaminul zaman hain. Amikul iman hain.
Karimul kamal hain. Kijur-at(i)Jamal !Jain. (158)

Going in all directions,
Moving in time and space,
Familiar with all urbanity,
The Darling of every soul. 156.
The Deity most supernal,
Concealed from every eye,
Sans residence and sans vignette,
And sans a garb or guise.I5?
The Lord of space eternal,
Creating faith profound,
Perfection of Compassion,
And beau Courage unbound.IS8.
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Ki achlan prakiish hain. Ki amito subiis hain.
Ki ajab samp hain. Ki amito bibhiit hain. (J 59)
Ki amito pasii hain. Ki iitam prabhii hain.
Ki achlaiz anaizg haiiz. Ki amito abhaizg haiiz. (160)

Eternal is Your radiance,
Singular is Your fragrance,
Wonderful is Your elegance,
And limitless Your effulgence. 159.
Measureless is Your extent,
You glow in every soul,
Inviolable Your Essence,
Immeasurable is Your dole.160.
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Madhubhiir Chhand. Tva Prasiid(i).
Mun(i) man(i) praniim. Gun(i) gan mudiim.
Ar(i) bar agtl1ij. Har(i) nar prabhanj. (I 61)
An gan praniim. Mun(i) man(i) salam.
Har(i) nar akIJant;i. Bar nar amant;i. (I 62)
Anbhav antis. Mun(i) man(i) prakash.
Gun(t) gan praniim. fa! thaI mudam. (I 63)

Madhubhar Chhand. By Your Grace.
Saluted ever by sages,
The Lord of limitless merit,
Unharmed conquering opponents,
Demolisher ultimate.161.
Invoked by mighty legions,
Saluted by every sage,
The potent God of mortals,
Unchallenged, un-installed. 162.
Unfailing Your intuition,
Light of sages' heart,
Worshipped by every mortal,
The Lord of ocean and land.163.
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Anchhi;j
ang.
Asan
abhang.
Upma apar. Gat(i) mit(i) udar. (J 64)
fal thal amanrj. Dis VIS abhanrj.
fal thal mahant. Dis vis beant. (J 65)
Anbhav antis.
Dhrit dhar dhurtis.
Ajan
bahu.
Ekai
sadahu. (J 66)

Inviolable is Your Being,
Immutable is Your Throne,
Immeasurable is Your Glory,
Unlimited Your Resource. 164.
You reign over land and waters,
Inviolate Your Repute,
Supreme over lands and oceans,
Infinite, ensouled, Perfection. 165.
Inviolate Your experience,
The prop of the great Cosmos,
Long-armed Your mighty reach,
0' 'One' and 'One' indeed. 166.
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Oankiir
iid(i).
Kathani
aniid(i).
Khal khaizrj khial. Cur bar Akii!. (167)
Char ghar(i) pranam. Chit charan nam.
Anchhijj gat.
Ajiz
na
bat. (J 68)
Anjhanjh
gat.
Anranj
bat.
Antut
bhanrjiir.
Anthat
apar. (J 69)

Your first emanation, Om,
The Primal, Creative tone,
Your intent slanders malice,
Disperses doubt and gloom.167.
Admired in every hamlet,
Chanted by every heart,
Imperishable Your existence,
Nor debile, nor alarmed. 168.
Your Being can't be disrupted,
Your Words can't be disputed,
Exhaustless is your Treasure,
And Fathomless Your Splendour. 169.
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Arjith
dharam.
A1J,bra1J,
anant.
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At(i)
rjhith
karam.
Data
mahant. (J 70)

Har(i)bolmana Chhaizd. Tva Prasad(i).
KarulJalya
hain.
Ar(i) ghalya
hain.
Khal khanrjan hain. Maih manrjan hain. (J 71)
jagteshvar
hain.
Parmeshvar
hain.
Kal(i) karalJ hain. Sarab ubara1J, hain. (J 72)

Invisible are your images,
Unhindered are your Actions,
Inviolate Your Infinity,
And Generous is your Bounty. 170.
Harbolmana Chhatid. By Your Grace.
You are the home of Mercy,
Destroy You all resistance,
Dispel You vain stupidity,
Adorn You earth with beauty.I71.
a You the Cosmic Sovereign,
Our Great Transcendent Lord,
The cause of every conflict,
Yet, Saviour 0' every soul. 172.
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Dhrit ke dhraf} hain. jag ke krar,z hain.
Man maniya hain. jag janiya hain. (J 73)
Sarban bhar /Jain. Sarban kar hain.
Sarab piisiya hain. Sarab niisiya hain. (J 74)
Karu~lakar
hain.
Bisvanbhar
hain.
Sarbeshvar hain. jagateshvar hain. ( 175)

The prop of all the Cosmos,
The Cause of every cause,
Adored by every wisdom,
And known to every heart. 173.
Sustain You all existence,
The Primeval Cause of causes,
Perceivable right at hand,
Demolishing strait and strand.174.
Embodiment of Clemency,
Sustaining all Creation,
Commanding every soul~
Of all Cosmos, the Lord.175.
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Brahmandas hain. Khal khant/-as hain.
Par te par hain. Karu1J,akar hain. (J 76)
Ajapa jap hain. Athapa thap hain.
Akrita krit hain. Anmrita-mrit hain. (177)
Amrita-mrit hain. KarlJa krit hain.
Akrita krit hain. DharlJi dhrit hain. (J 78)

The Life of all existence,
Demolisher of every Knave,
Remoter than the farthest
The fount of Mercy Great. 176.
The Great un-chanted Chant,
The Deity un-installed,
The One uncaused Cause,
The fountainhead of Amrit. 177.
The Lord of immortality,
Embodiment of Clemency,
The One uncaused Cause.
Sustainer of the globe.178.
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Amriteshvar hain. Parmeshvar hain.
Akrita krit hain. Amrita mrit hain. (179)
Ajba krit hain. Amrita amrit hain.
Nar naik hain. Khal ghaik hain.(J80)
Bishvanbhar hain.
Karu1Jalya hain.
Nrip naik hain. Sarab paik hain. (I 8 1)

The One immeasurable Lord,
The Deity most transcendent,
The One facile Creator,
The fountainhead of Amrit. 179.
Wonderful are Your Actions,
Heavenly are Your Nectars,
Guide You works of humans,
Annul You imbecility.180.
Replenisher of the universe,
The Treasure of Compassion,
The One Sovereign supreme,
Protector shield of all.I8I.
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Bhav bhanjan haht. Ar(i) ganjan hain.
Rip(u) tapan hain. ]ap(u) japan hain.(J82)
Aklan krit hain. Sarbii krit hain.
Kartii kar hain. Hartii har(i) hain. (J 83)
Parmiitam
hain.
Sarbatam
hain.
Atam bas hain. ]as ke jas hain. (J 84)

Destroying all anxiety,
Vanquishing every foe,
Chastising all the sinful,
Inspiring all to bow.182.
Creator, artless, faultless,
Designer 0' fate and form,
The Cause of every action,
Depriving plunderers a1LI83.
Transcendent Soul Supreme,
The Spirit of all Cosmos,
You hold Your own control,
Deserve You generous Praise.I84.
:
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Bhujaizg Prayiit Chhaizd.
Namo suraj surje namo chandra chandre.
Namo rilj rilje namo indra indre.
Namo
andhkilre namo
tej teje.
Namo brind brinde namo bi) bi)e. (I 85)

Bhujang Prayat Chhand.
Salutations to
The sun of all the suns,
The moon of all the moons,
The King of all the kings,
The God of all the godlings,
The darkness most profound,
The Brilliance most effulgent,
The Lord of multitudes,
The seed of all the seeds. 185.
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Namo
riijsan
tiimsan
shiint riipe.
Namo
param
tattan
atattan
sariipe.
Namo
jog
joge
namo
giiin
giiine.
Namo mantra mantre namo dhiiin dhiiine. (J 86)

Salutations to the Lord
Of Sloth, Passion and Peace,
The Substance insubstantial,
The Essence most supernal,
The YOgi of all yogas,
The Wisdom of all wisdoms,
The Mantra of all mantras,
Contemplator profound.186.
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Nama judh judhe nama gian giane.
Nama bhaj bhaje nama pan pane.
Nama kalah karta nama shaizt rope.
Nama iizdra iizdre anadaiz bibhiite. (J 87)

Salutations to
The Victor of every battle,
The Wisdom most sublime,
Ravishing every aliment,
Imbibing every potion,
The Cause of all turmoil,
The Harbinger of peace,
The God of all the godlings,
Your fame transcending Time.I87.
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Kalaizkiir
rupe
alaizkiir
alafzke.
Namo lis lise namobiink banke.
anangz
aniime.
Abhaizgi
sarnpe
Tribhaizgi trikiile anangi akiime. (I 88)

Salutations to
The Seed of all the Order,
The Brilliance of the jewels,
The Hope in every hope,
The Charm of every Beauty,
Existence Imperishable,
Sans Limb, Sans Form Sans Name,
The Lord of Space and Time,
Sans limb and sans desire.188.
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Ek Achhari Chhaizd.
Ajai.
Alai.
Abhai.
Abai.(J89)
Abhii.
Aniish.
Akash.(J90)
Ajii.
Aganj. Abhanj. Alakkh. Abhakkh.(J91)
Akal.
Dial.
Alekh.
Abhekh. (I 92)

Ek Achhari Chhaitd.
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Invincible,
Immortal,
Undaunted,
Immutable. 189.
Uncaused,
Immovable,
Imperishable,
Pervasive. 190.
Insuperable,
1mperishable,
Unknowable,
Un-munchable.191.
Immortal,
Compassionate,
Exceptional,
Ungarbed.192.
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Aniim.
Akiim.
Agiih.
ArJhiih. (I 93)
Aniithe. Pramiithe. Ajoni. Amoni. (J 94)
Na riige. Na range. Na rtipe. Na rekhe. (J 95)
Akarman. Abharman. Aganje. Alekhe. (J 96)

Un-nameable,
Uncoveting,
Unfathomable,
Infallible. 193.
Autonomous,
Supernal,
Unbegotten,
Unsilenced.194.
Sans ravishment,
Sans tincture,
Sans Structure,
Sans Feature. 195 .
Sans action,
Sans error,
Immutable,
Ineffable. 196.
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Bhujang Prayiit Chhand.
Namastul
pra1Jiime,
samastul
pra1Jiise.
Aganjul
aniime
samastul
nrvase.
Nrikiiman
bibhiite
samastul
sariipe.
Kukarman pra1Jasi sudharman bibhiite. (J 97)

Bhujang Prayat Chhand.
Salutations to
The Master most adorable,
The great Annihilator,
The Unnamed and immutable,
Pervading every corner,
Renouncer un-allured,
The Splendour of every form,
Annuller of every vice,
The Keeper of Law Eternal. 197.
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Sada Sacchida-nand sattran pralJiisi.
KarimuL
kuninda
samastuL
nzvaSl.
Ajiiib
bibhiite
ghaziiib
ghanime.
Harian karian karimuL rahime. (I 98)

Truth, Consciousness and Bliss,
Vanquisher of every foe,
Benign Creator of all,
Pervading all existence,
The Grandeur most amazing,
The Terror to every tyrant,
The Creator-cum-Destroyer,
Dispensing Clement Mercy.198.
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Chattra chakkra varti chattra chakkra bhugte.
Suyanbhav
subhan
sarb-dti
sarb jugte.
Duktilan
pralJasi
ditilan
sariipe.
Sadii ang sange abhangan bibhiite.(I99J

The Lord of foursome quarters,
Gladsome in every state,
Self-luminous and auspicious,
Affine to one and all,
Erasing virulent time,
Embodiment of Compassion,
The Ever-so-near Companion,
The Grace that vanishes never. 199,

'.

Basking In the Divine Presence

J

Tap Sahib primarily is basking in the Glow of Divine

Presence. The Guru, right at the outset, affirms it as
"experienced illumination."! Since this great poetic creation
introduces us to the various names of God, it has often been
categorized with Vishnu Sahansarnama (the thousand names of
Vishnu) and the ninety-nine other names of Allah as given in the
Holy Koran. However, it is very different from both these. Guru
Gobind Singh does not merely enumerate Divine names. He
actually basks in the Presence of God, beholds His beauty,
addresses Him fondly, bows before Him, offers Him his
salutations, notices him standing by his side, finds Him pervasive
everywhere as the spirit of Love and affirms His actual presence
with absolute certainty. This work undoubtedly appears to be a
genial outpouring of a propitious meditation.
The Guru appears to be in tune with the Divine Presence
from the beginning to the end. So lap Sahib is the spontaneous
outpouring of the Guru's soul actually in the glow of the Divine
Presence. The Guru must have beheld the Lord's supremely
beautiful visage in an intense meditative experience. That seems
to be where he addresses Him and says, "Who can Your
comprehensive Name pronounce ?" and then goes on to say, "You
are formless, matchless, birth-less, immortal, immutable" and so
on. Most of these epithets are negative because the Lord cannot
be described. So the gods, demons and men, even woods and
blades of grass, all appear to be saying, "You are neither this, Lord,
nor that !."2
1. anubhau prakash, v.I.

2. neti, neti, v.I.
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As the Guru beholds the Lord, he is impelled by the
effulgence of His Glory before Him. A series of verses (2-28) then
emerge, at one stretch, wherein the Guru offers his reverent
salutations (in terms of namo, namastaiz, namastast, namastul)
to the Divine Presence. Such salutations arise again and again
(145-149; 185-188; 197) with the same spontaneity and
felicity.
Whenever personal relationship with the Absolute is sought,
the 'Absolute' gets personified inside the Guru's meditative
experience. And that seems to have happened in his contemplation
that became the lap Sahib. The Guru perceives the Lord as a
person - the Primal Person,3 Transcendent Person," Immortal
Person,5 the Only Person,6 and the Un-begotten Petson. 7 He is
simply astounded by His Exquisite Beauty,s and Immeasurable
Glory.'!
The Lord appears to the Guru not merely as a Person, but
also as an All-pervasive Presence. Him he finds ruling over all
three spheres,lo present in all four directions 11 and inhabiting
everywhere and in all things: Sarbattra; 12 sarbaiz 13 and samastul 1"
and every land in the universe: sarab dese; 15 sarb dhamaiz; 1(, sarb
drishaiz. 17 He discovers Him in waters as well as on lands. IS He
finds Him abiding everywhere!'} as an Exquisite Renunciate with
spotless Beauty.20
The Lord is not merely an awe-inspiring Presence. The Guru
finds Him universally pervasive as Love. So he exclaims, "Here,
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.

Adi Pumkh, v. 80.
Aka! Purakh, v. 84.
Ajoni Purakh, v. 79.
Amitoj, v. 1.
Chatra chakravarti, v. 97.
V. 76-78, 142-144.
V. 66.
V. 71.
samasttt! nivasi, v. 58.

4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.

Param Purakh, v. 83.
Ek Purakh, v. 85.
Param Rup, Y. 83.
Tribhava7l Mahip, Y. 1.
V. 111-119.
V. 58
V. 61.
ja!e hain, thale hain, v. 62.
Avdhiit Rztp Rasa!, v. 79.
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there, and everywhere He pervades as the Essence of Love !."21
Him the Guru hails as the Love of Love. 22
The vibrant sensations and exulting thrills generated by
these verses are so powerful that the devotee's head spontaneously
bows before the Lord in utter veneration, profound admiration,
overpowering awe and tenderest love.
The Guru is overwhelmed not only by the Lord's
omnipresence, but by His omnipotence as well. Him he describes
as the Sun of suns,23 also as King of kings. 24
Him he also finds following the occupation of all
occupations. 25 He is as well seen wielding weapons and hurling
missiles. 26 He is the death of everyone,27 even Death of death
itself.2 H It is He who wages the worst of Wars,29 vanquishes the
wicked,30 defeats the enemies,3l punishes them and taxes the
foes. 32
Yet, He is extremely mannerful,33 and dear to everyone. 34
In Him the Guru finds Profundity of Faith 35 and exclaims Him
as the Glory of the SOUP6 and the Beaut}' of Courage..~7
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
56.
37.

jattra tattra disha visha hue phailio anurag, v. 80.
namo prit prite, v. 68.
Sura} surje, v. 185; bhan bhane, v. 47.
raj raje, v. 67; shah shahe. v. 67; bhiip bhiipe, v. 55;
raj rajeshvaran, v. 50.
sarb dhandhe, v. 24.
shastra pa~e, astra mii~e, v. 52.
sarb kale, v. 19; sarbtltra kalai, v. 114; stllban dali, v. J 10.
kal kale, v. 23.
juddh juddhe, v. 91, 187.
Hal khant;l.an, v. 171.
hariflll shikan, v. 153.
ghan/mu! khiraj, v. 124.
tamamul tamiz, v. 156.
samastu! aziz, v. 156.
amikul imiin, v. 158.
atam prabha, v. 160.
jurat jamal, v. 158.
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With his rare poetic prowess, the Guru captures and
communicates his experiences of the Divine in verses that are
unique in rhythm, and matchless in rhyme, and possess a
bewitching lilt. The music of these verses wafts the reader into
a spiritually charged atmosphere and enthrals him/her with
superb divine intimations.
The Guru beholds the Lord absolutely Un-garbed,·'s yet
finds Him in every garb;39 without any Domicile,4u yet, abiding
in every homeY
The Guru finds the Lord beyond any organized religion whether of Aryan or of Semitic origin. That is why he describes
Him as adharman 42 and amazbe. 43 However, he also realizes that
He is the source of all religions and so he describes Him as the
Home of Religions 44 and the Standard of Religions. 45
All the time as one reads throughjap Sahib or recites it with
devotion, one is impressed with the descriptions of the Divine
in verses that are in consonance with the dignity and piety of the
themes. The reader almost invariably seems to touch the original
experience that the Guru must have had and which he embodied
in the verses of jap Sahib.
The Guru finds the Lord dispersed in the phenomenal
Diversity,46 yet he also becomes aware that in spite of the
multiplicity of appearances, He is but One47 and only One. All
that is found anywhere is just His emanation. 4M The Guru finds
38. nribhese, v. 10; abhese, v. 18.

39. sarb bhese, v. 66.

40. adm, v. 18.
41. sarb bhaune, v. 22.
42. V. 5.
43. V. 17.
44. dharm dhiim, v. 84.
45. dharman dhuja, v. 105.
46. anekai, v. 9.
47. ek, v. 43.
48. ek murat anek darshan, v. 81.
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that everything is playing its assigned role in the divine play that
the Lord has devised and which He so perfectly directs. Yet, when
He winds up His play, everything returns to Him."~ The Guru
then salutes the Lord's Singularity'iO as well as His Diversity. <;1
The Presence that the Guru experienced was so continually
there that in the final verse of Jap Sahib, the Guru feels impelled
to exclaim that "He is by my side All the Time."'i2
The Guru found the Lord's Mercies unlimited, I-lis
Benevolence generous and His Grace magnanimous. His revelation
he found bewitching, He found His Beauty, so exquisite that it
inspires awe and wonder. All along, the Guru employs the diction
that is replete with spiritual insight. His utterance of every divine
atrribute seems to appear at once with amazing spontaneity and
wonderful lucidity. His words are drenched in such contagious
faith that they make the hearer's soul flow towards divine piety
and become receptive to its benevolent grace. One becomes sure
that if (as reader) one's experience is so soul-stirring, how much
more intensely vibrant the Guru's own experience must have
been. On the wings of his magical words the Guru wafts the soul
of his reader to the very hem of the Divine.
It becomes quite apparent to the reader of Jiip Sahib that
the Guru had doubtlessly been in the Presence of God and has
also been able to communicate his experience so effectively that
even the reader's soul begins to experience spiritual thrills.

49.
50.
51.
52.

khel khel akhel khelan ant ko phir(i) ek, v. 8 I.
namastan SIt ekai, v. 9.
namastan anekai, v. 9.
JaM ang sange, v. 199.
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lip Sahib, by no stretch of imagination can be considered a
metaphysical treatise. It is a poetic composition of invocation

and salutation that resonates with energetic metres and rhythms
and vibrates with dynamic diction. Yet it is such a profound work
that its metaphysical underpinnings invite any scholar's attention.
It provides one with lucid intimations of the ultimate Reality.
The concern that it exhibits about the ultimate Reality
expresses itself in a series of projections about it. Among these
are the following: What is Supreme Reality? What is the reality
of Being? What is the reality of Deity? What is rhe reality of
Person? What is the reality of Time? What is the reality of the
mundane world? And above all, what is the reality of all these
realities?

The Supreme Reality
The Supreme Reality according to jap Sahib is essentially
super-sensible and beyond the world of ordinary experience.
Human mind in its customary functioning cannot be expected
to discover its totality. I However, it has been known as the
eternally stable embodimenr 2 of experientially revealed\ infinite
glory.4 It is the essence of all Creation - animate and inanimate,
natural and cultural, secular and spiritual:

nama chandra chandre
nama bhiin bhane

Hail!
Moon of all the moons
The Sun of all the suns,

I. sarab niim, v.I.
.1. anbhau prakash, v.I.

2. achtd murat, v.I.
4. amitoj, v. 1.
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namo git gite
namo tan tane

The Song of all the songs,
The Tune of ail the tunes. (47)

namo
namo
namo
namo

The
The
The
The

nrit nritte
nad nade
pan pane
bad bade

namo jog jogeshl'aran
paral11 siddhe
namo raj riijeshvaran
param briddhe

Dance of all the dances,
Sound of all the sounds,
Beater of all the drums,
Striker of all the notes. (48)

Hail!
Lord of all the yogis,
the One Sidha Supreme,
The King of all the kings,
elicits who all Esteem. (51)

o

Yet, the Supreme Reality is ineffable, for it is formless. ~
Nonetheless, Jrlp Sahib, now and again, salutes its various
dynamic manifestations G which together portray the transition
from Being to Becoming. This essentially is a work incessantly
creative which produces a structure of tremendous signification.
Although, at times, it appears to be an affair of a large number
of permutations and combinations of a few nuclear semantic
units, in effect, it succeeds in welding them together into an
overall cosmological discourse in which they seem to be studded
as complementary sub-discourses.
Yet, the Supreme Reality in its comprehensive gamut! is
outside human comprehension because man, at best, can
distinguish only some of its elemental aspects. That is why Jap
Sahib is replete with such divine attributes as are of negative
nature. However, it abounds in positively affirmative attributes
as well. Very many of these are of all-inclusive nature such as those
that are preceded by such expressions of comprehensiveness as
sarb, sarbatra, chaturchak, jatra tatra, or dishii visha. This
juxtaposition of positive and negative affirmations about the
very same atrrribures is the paradox major of Jap Sahib.
5. anukat(i) sariip, v. 131.
7. sarb /lam, v. I.

6. karam nam, v. I.
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Studded within it are innumerable sub-paradoxes wherein one
specific affirmation is also negated either immediately after it or
elsewhere in the text. 8 The great paradox basically prevails
between Being and Becoming. The One becomes infinitely
many:
ek rniirat(i) anek darshan One Essence, yet a myriad forms,
countless manifestations thereof. (81)
kin riip anek.

Reality of Being and Becoming
Even though the One transmutes itself into innumerable
many, yet the One does not cease to be. As Being, it is Orn 9 or
Oankiir.'o Becoming manifest, it assumes the form of the
Wonderful Creation." Of its myriad manifestations, space and
time are the most outstanding. While the un-manifest Supreme
Reality is without any specific abode'2 because there was no space
yet, when it becomes manifest, it automatically becomes pervasive
in all space. 13
This transmutation of the One into many comes to be
because of divine action.
ek miirat(i) anek darshan
Singular, yet, with myriad
forms,
kin riip anek.
Creation is ever His lively sport,
khe! khe! akhe! khelan
When He folds up the Game,
ant ko phir(i) ek.
He finally becomes the 'One'
again. (81)
Folding up His game, from the point of His Creation is an act
of 'destruction'. Hence, he is also called a 'destroyer'. So, He
comes to be seen both as the Creator and the Destroyer.
8. Vide chapter on 'Paradox and Bipolar Dynamic Theism.'
9. V. 128.
10. V. 167.
11. ajba krit, v. 180.
12. adhliman, v. 5.
13. chatra chakravarti, v. 97; sarab bhaune, v. 22, 45.
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garan bhanjanhar.
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Self-resplendent,
He caused the entire universe,
What He makes, unmakes
as well. (83)

He is, therefore, not just the Establisher of the entire universe,14
but also its destroyer; 15 and between these two poles, He provides
and sustains His Creation. l ('

Reality of the Cosmic Person
When He comes to pervade His Creation, he assumes a
personal relationship with it. That is how He becomes a
Person 17 - the Universal Person, the Primal Person. 18 Purakh
literally means 'one who resides in a puri or town, hence a citizen.
The 'town' metaphorically represents the universe. Hence, the
One who pervades the universe becomes the primal, transcendent,
un-begotten, citizen of the universe. 19
Purakh also carries another, and very different, meaning in
the Sankhya philosophical system. That system presumes two
basic verities that must come together for the act of creation.
They are Prakriti (material nature), the insentient clement and
Purusha or consciousness, the sentient element. If this meaning
of purakh is taken, then the expression purakh apar o in lap Sahib
would mean infinite consciousness. However, the Sankhya
concept of a dependent consciousness (dependent on prakriti)
is unacceptable in the Sikh thought. Here, the Purakh by Himself
is Karta (Karta Purakh or Creator Being). This Purakh has
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

thapio sabhai jinh thap, v. 83.
garan bhanjanhiir, v. 83.
sarab ko pratipar, v. 85.
purakhl Skt. Purusha.
Ad(i)-Purakh, v. 80.
iid(i) rUp aniid(i) murat(i) ajon(i) purakh apiir, v. 79.
V. 83.
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unambiguous presence 'here and now'.21 He is the utterance of
every tongue. 22
Purakh also carries yet another meaning viz. 'masculinity'.
However, that does not seem to be unambiguously relevant here,
as the Purakh in liip Siihib has also been called the Universal
Mother. B

Cosmic Person as Deity
This Person who relates with humans becomes their Deitythe God of gods,24 the Supreme Deity,25 the Deity supernal and
transcendent. 2(' He is not a sectarian God. He is the God of all/'
the Lord of the whole world. 28
The extent of His kingdom cannot be measured;29 so, He
is the supreme Ruler 30 who has the beauty of courage,"! the glory
of regality,32 and occult powers. 33
He also has an aesthetic image being ultimate Beauty/I
transcendent Beauty,35 and the acme of exquisite Beauty..l6 He is
the melody of melodies. 3?
21. ki ziihar zahiir hain, 1<i hazar huziir hain, v. 150.
samastul zuban, v. 155.
10k mata, v. 52.
devan dey, v. 89.
isht-ishre, v. 57.
paran param ish, v. 157.
sarabeshwar, v. 175.
jagateshwar , v. 175.
amriteshwar, v. 179.
rajan raj, v. 89.
jurat jamal, v. 158.
rajan prabha, v. IDS.
param siddhe, v. 51; mantra mantran, jantra jantran, tantra tar/tran,
v. 57 and ridh(i) siddhan niviisi, v. 73.
34. param rop, v. 83.
35. riip rasal, v. 79.
36. husnul vajii, v. 121.
37. git gite, tan tane, v. 47 and rag rupe, v. 55.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
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He has an ethical image as well- being unblemished in
manners,18 and having interest in alJ.3~ He is the vital breath of
all. loll He is perfect and flawless 41 sacred and holyY

Cosmic Person and Space-Time
Of the myriad manifestations of the Ultimate Reality,
Space and Time are among the most outstanding. While the
un-manifest Supreme Reality is without any specific abode4~
because there is no space yet, but when It becomes manifest, It
ipso fieto becomes pervasive in all space. 44
Just like Space, Time also emanated as part of the Cosmic
Becoming. The un-manifest Supreme Reality was indeed timeless. 45
As it becomes manifest, it comes to pervade all timeY'
The Kal-Akal doctrine of Jap Sahib not only encompasses
the bipolarity of temporality and eternity, it also spills beyond it.
Kal connotes not only Temporality, but also mortality. However,
its mortality aspect is essentially seen as subsumed under its
temporality aspect.
The Akal Purakh of }fip Sahib is no static entity. It is
dynamically creative as the spiritual principle of all creation.
Space and time are nothing but playful manifestations of the
Supreme Being. Whenever He wills, He may wrap up His entire
Play, un-spread the entire gamut of Creation and withdraw all
Becoming back into Being. As we have noted already,

Khel khel akhel khelan
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Creation is ever His lively sport,

tamizul tamamaili, v. 123.
tamiimul ruJii, v. 121.
sarban pra1Jan, v. 77, sarbatra prii1Jai, v. 117.
kalankan bina ne-kalanki sariipe, v. 50.
punit miirat, v. 83.
adhiiman, v. 5.
chattra chflkkravarti, v. 97, sarab Maune, v. 22, 45.
akal, v. 2, 37; kiilhin, v. 54.
sarab kale, v. 19, 20.
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Ant ko phir(i) ek.

When he folds up the Game,
He finally becomes the 'One'
again. (81)

Unconventional metaphysics
It appears, underlying lap Sahib there is a revIsionary
metaphysics that infuses unconventional connotation into the
concept of Deity. Through assertive syntagmatic propositions it
describes the Deity as the Lord of Wars 47 - one with exquisite
valour,48 annihilator of oppressors,49 dispeller of fear,~f1 destroyer
of enemy,5J one with inviolate limbs 52 and so on. 53 The Deity, to
wit, is thus presented as inviolate invincible hero.
The aesthetic sentiment of this composition is, definitely,
the heroic sentiment (vir rasa). Thtough its emotion of zeal
(utsaha), the inspiring force of the composition gets markedly
reinforced. Such a heroic semiotic constitution of the Deity to
meditate upon is indeed a bold departure from the traditional
spiritual practices. In the meditative reflection on such a
deity, both affection (bhiio) and awe (bhau) are inspired
simultaneously.
Every metaphysical system is rooted in the language in
which it is expressed and every language is biased towards a
particular metaphysics. That is why a metaphysic which aims to
transcend cultural and temporal constraints must first make an
attempt to transcend linguistic constraints. This is what its
illustrious author seems to have done in liip Sahib. He most
effortlessly blends expressions from two very divergent linguistic
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

juddh juddhe, v. 187.
jurat jamal, v. 158.
harifu! shikan, v. 153.
hiriisulfikan, v. 153; bhai bhalijan, v. 182.
arigalijan, v. 182.
anchhij ang, v. 164.
For a detailed discussion of this rum to (he chapter "God as Warrior".
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traditions, Sanskrit and Arabic, which respectively are linked with
the Hindu and Muslim religious tradirions. 51
From this it is evident thar Guru Gobind Singh held no
prejudice againsr any language, nor did he consider any language
as sacrosanct and specially favoured by God. In his view God
speaks all languages 55 and is the source of all scripturesY' The
metaphysics ofliip Siihib rhus acquires trans-linguistic and transcultural tenor.
Thus it is thar liip Siihib does not remain a prayer of any
particular faith, but rises to be a universal prayer. It affirms this
when ir offers its salutarions to God who belongs to no particular
religion. 57 Thar is how it smashes the constrictive confines of
bigotry and narrow-mindedness.

54. For a derailed discourse on rhis aspecr refer to rhe 'Dicrion' secrion in
rhe chaprer on 'Poerics'.
55. samastuL zuban, v. 155.
56. samastuf kal.iim, v. 150.

57. namastan amazbe, v. 17.

Mitl Mantra and fap Sahib

T

he Mu! Mantra is the opening verse of Sri Guru Granth
Sahib. It is considered to be the primal creedal statement of
the Sikh faith. It has often been said that the lv!u! Mantra is the
crux of fap ji and that fap ji is the crux of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
fap Sahib, the opening text of Dasam Graruh appears, in a way,
to be the explication of the Mu! Mantra.
Guru Nanak is known to have enunciated his Mu! Mantm
in the presence of God Almighty during his three-day meditative
disappearance in the river Bein. We have already deliberated that
from the nature of its content, fap Sahib appears to have also been
uttered in the presence of God. Hence, one expects close
proximity between the substance of these two utterances in spite
of the their utterly distinctive poetic form. The Mu! Mantra is
a rather succinct formulation of the attributes of God. It is
constituted altogether by one numerical and rhirteen wordglobules. fap Sahib, in contrast, consists of 199 verses encompassing
several hundred dynamic names of God. Yet, the thematic
commonality between the two, makes fap Sahib appear a unique
explicatory amplification of the Mu! Mantra. We propose to take
the Mu! Mantra syllable by syllable and see how fap Sahib
confirms and enhances the significance of each one of them and
how it injects many beautiful new shades of meaning therein.

The One!
In the Gunt Granth Sahib the first thing comes first - and
that is the unity of God expressed by the numeral" 1" (One). This
numeral "One" lends itself to a variety of connotations dut \ve
choose briefly to deliberate upon here.
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1. Singularity
First of all "One" represents the Oneness, the singularity, of
God. In jap Sahib, Guru Gobiri.d Singh salutes the One Singular
Entity. 1 While He is Singular, yet He lets Himself have myriad
forms. 2 The multiplicity that He creates represents only the play
that He spreads out. When he winds it up, once again He
becomes One. 3

2. Uniqueness
Another connotation of the One is His uniqueness. He is unmatched;4 He is ever the Greatest.' He is unapproachably Unique.('
3. Perfection
The term "One" also connotes perfiction. God's Glory is
unbeatable. 7 His Manners are Perfect. 8 Immeasurable is His
Splendour. 9

4. Eternity, Infinity
God's Eternity is impressed in jap Sahib through a number
of different terms - such as Ever Perpetual, III Immortal, 11
Perennial,12 Ever l3 and Unlimited. 14
1. namastan su ekai, v. 9.
2. ck miiral anek darshan kin rUp anek, v. 81.
3. khel khel akhel khelan ant ko phir ek, v. 81.
4. anupe, v. 2.
5. sadaivan pradhiiniyain, v. 118.
6. agiidh hain aniip hain, v. 127.
7. iibhii abhang, v. 91.
8. tamizul tamiime, v. 123.
9. amitoj, v. 1.
10. sadaivan sadii, v. 131.
11. akiiie, v. 2.
i2. achall, v. 75.
i3. nitt, v. 54.
14. anant, v. 26.
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5. Ubiquity
That God is present everywhere has been repeatedly
emphasized in lap Sahib through such expressions as AllPervasive, I ~ Pervasive in all four directions, 16 Present Everywhere, 17
here, there and everywhere He Pervades as Essence of Love. IX
It can be seen, then, that lap Sahib explicates the different
connotations of "One", the opening numeral of the Miil Mantra
and brings our many significant shades thereof

Oankiir
One of the many meanings of Oankar is the one from
whom the Primal Sound Om emanates. That He is Primal, is
expressed in lap Sahib as the Primal sound Om l9 and Oam, His
Primal Form. 20 Oankar has been considered synonymous with
Brahman. In lap Sahib He is saluted also as the Spirit Ultimate. 21

Sat
Sat signifies that which is True or Truth; and Truth is that
what actually exists. That which does not exist, cannot be True,
cannot be Sat. Hence Sat connotes "existence"- an existence that
is eternal. That which is today, bur not tomorrow, cannot be
considered as Sat. lap Sahib explicates the spirit of Sat in a great
variety of terms. These include Perpetual Ever,22 Endless
Glory,B Undeclining Amiry,24 the Light Perennial,2~ Perennial
15.
16.
17.
18.
I9.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

sarab gaune, v. 22.
chama chakkrallarti, v. 97.
jama laUra biriij-hi, v. 79.
jattra jama dishii vishii hue phailio anuriig, v. 80.
Dmikiir iid, v. 167.
Dam iid(i) ,-upe, v. 128.
brahman sarupe, v. 106.
sadaivan sadii, v. 131.
sadaillan prabhii, v. 149.
hameshuf saliim, v. 150.
sadaivan prakiise, v. 145.
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Ever,26 The Ever Truth-Consciousness-Bliss,27 Eternal Beauty,2R
Ever EternaJ2') and, Ever the Lord of ocean and land.~o

Niim
Nam literally signifies "name" and in the Mii! Mantra, it
denotes the Name of God. It has received an important
explication in the very opening verse of fap Sahib. God's
comprehensive Nam which represents Him in toto, is not possible
for anyone to comprehend. Even Gurbal).i says only this: Sat Nam
tera parapiirbala-Sat Nam is your most primal nameY fap Sahib
attempts to underline the ineffability of His Comprehensive
Name when it says: Who can Your comprehensive Name
Pronounce ?32 All that a wise person can at best do is to pronounce
His Action-NamesY Otherwise, God remains un-nameahle.~4

Kartii
That God is the Creator of all that there is, has been stressed
time and again in fap Sahib in such terms as : sarab bisv rachio
suyambhav 35 Creator of the universe entire. Chattra chakkra
karta 36 Creator of all four directions, jag ke kra1J37 the cause of
the world, karta kar3 8 the Creator dynamic, aklan krit3~ the artless
Creator, sarba krit 40 the Designer of everything and kiiran
kunind 41 the cause of every cause.

Purakh
The term Purakh has a double connotation. On the one
26. mudiim, v. 163.
28. sadaivan samp, v. 126.
30. ja! tha! mudiim, v. 163.

32.
34.
36.
38.
40.

tav sarab nam kathe kavan, v.I.
aniime, v. 4.
V. 96.
V. 183.
V. 183.

27. sadii sachidiinand, v. 58.
29. stmitt, v. 141.
31. sees, p. 108.
33. karam Nam, v.I.
35. V. 83.
37. V. 173.
39. V. 183.
41. V. 109.
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hand it means a Person - here, 'the Cosmic Person', on the other,
it means one who inhabits the cosmos i.e. is ubiquitously
immanent. In the former sense, jap Sahib describes God as
fathomless Person,41 Deathless Being,4J The One Person,4.j who
never comes into a Womb,4~ the Primal PersonY'
In the latter sense, it describes Him as Pervasive,47 Ever
Ubiquitous.4~ It also describes Him as The Moon of all the
moons, the Sun of all the suns, the Song of all the songs, the Tune
of all the runes;4~ The Dance of all the dances, the Sound of all
the sounds, the note of all the notes: the beater of all the drums,
the Striker of every note,~O The Spirit indwelling all,s, Dwelling
in every spot,~l Abiding in all the lands,SJ Having His seat
everywhere,s4 Here, there and everywhere, Pervading as Essence
of Love. ss

Nirbhau
Nirbhau on the one hand means "undaunted", on the other
it connotes one who is full of courage and cannot be vanquished.
In the former sense, He is remembered in jap Sahib as
Undaunted~(" and Unafraid s7 .
42. piiran pllrakh, v. 83.
43. aka! purakh. v. 84.
44. ek purakh, v. 85.
45. ajoni purakh, v. 79.
46. ad(i) purakh. v. 80.
47. ramme, v. 16.
48. sarb gaune, v. 22.
49. chandra chandre, bhan bhane, git gite, tan tane, v. 47.
50 . .'lad .'lade, pan pane, bad bade, v. 48.
51. samastu! nil/asi, v. 58.
52. samastast(u) dhaman. v. 61.
53. sarb dese, v. 66.
54. jatra tatra biraj-hi, v. 79.
55. jattra tattra disha visha hue phailio anurag, v. 80.
56. abhai, v. 135.
57. abhite, v. 6.
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In the larrer sense, He is described as beau Courage,';X
unhumbled,';'i invincible,6u Un-fellable. 61 He is also described as
one who desrroys every fear. 62

Nirvair
Nirvair, although, a negative term meaning 'without enmity',
also lends itself to such positive connotations as loving, merciful
and forgiving. How can one, who always lavishes Love on aW"
and abides "here, there and everywhere dispersed as Love,"M ever
engender hostility? He is Consummate Compassion/''; Merciful/'('
Compassion most Supreme,67 Compassionate and Merciful.('X He
is the benign Commander of Fate. 69 Being so benignly merciful,
He is ready even to forgive sins. lo

Aka!
That God is eternal and beyond the throes of Time and
mortality has been amply reiterated in fap Sahib. He is described
as Deathless,?] indesrructible,72 immortaJ.73 He is not only
Deathless,?4 bur also Death of death.?';

Miirat(i)
The term murar(i) in Mid Mantra as well as fap Sahib stands
for God's existential image. Akal Jvliirat(z), thus, means one whose
existence is beyond the trammels of Time and also of Death, and
58. jurat jamal, v. 158.
60. a)ite, v. 6.
62. bhav bhmijan, v. 182.

64. V. 80.

66.
68.
70.
72.
74.

kripale, v. 2.
rahime karime, v. 25.
afvulgunah, v. 109.
ands, v. 163.
akale. v. 2.

59. ajai. v. 149.
61. ar/hahe, v. 6.
63. sarbii anurage, v. 129.
65. kamal karim. v. 151.
67. karmali karim, v. 110.
69. shubhali sarb bhage, v. 129.
71. kal hin, v. 84.
73. amrita, v. 178.
75. kal kale, v. 23.
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so never undergoes any change. In lap Sahib, rhis aspect of God's
image has received ample attention. He is described as Steadfast
image,!!> Sacred visage,77 Transcendent visage 7S and Bountiful
image. 79 He is also Singular, yet with myriad forms. 8o

Ajoni
Ajoni means "one who was never in a womb", so is unbegotten and hence self-existent. Inlap Sahib, besides being called
ajoni, 81 He is also portrayed as One never cast into a Womb,x2
Un-begotten,83 Beyond birth N4 and Unborn. x" He is, thus, beyond
birth and death. xo

Saibhan
Saibhan is Punjabi modification of the Sanskrit term
wayambhu, which has twin connotations - one, who is selfluminous; and the other, who can be experienced only in

antahkan:za, the inner organ of cognition. lap Sahib calls Him
Self-resplendent. 87 He is not only un-begotten, but also Selfexistent. lap Sahib presents Him as without outside sUpport,8M
Sans a Master89 and Having His own Controls.'JO Also, it
presents Him as one who is Unique spirit. 91 Seif-luminous,'J2
The Light Perennial,9.J glowing in every souP" and Perennial
Glory.9)
76.
78.
80.
82.
84.
86.
88.
90.
92.
94.

achaf miirat(i), v.I.
aniid(i) mitrat(i), v. 83.
ek miirat(i) anek darshan, v. 81.
ajon(i) purakh, v. 79.
ajanaman, v. 100.
janam maran bihin, v. 82.
nirilsre, Y. 16.
Atam bas, v. 184.
anbhau prakash, v. I.
iitam prabhii, v. 160.

77.
79.
8!.
83.

85.
87.
89.
91.
93.
95.

punit mttrat(j), v. 83.
udiir miirat(iJ, v. 80.

V 33.
ajanm, v. 40.
ajae, v. 100.
suyambhav, v. 83, 199.
nriniithe, v. 65.
anbhau aniipai, v. 106.
sadaivan pl'tIkase, v. 145.
sadaivan prabhii, v. 149.
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Cur
Gur is the abbreviated form of Guru, which means one who
removes (ru), darkness (gu). In lap Sahib, gur occurs but once in
the line gur bar akal.% The term bar can lend itself to two
meanings: blessing, and power. So, gur bar akal would mean 'the
Guru who has the blessings of the Immortal Lord' or! and 'The
Guru in whom the immortal Lord has vested His Power'.

Prasad
Prasad means kindness, compassion, grace. lap Sahib
prefaces its text by invoking the Grace of the Lord by saying 'by
. Your Grace' : tva prasad. Within the text, God's Grace is often
invoked by other, almost synonymous, terms such as the Home
of Mercy,')? Fount of Great Compassion'!8 and Visage of Grace.'!')
He is also described as Saving His dear Devotees. loo
From the above exposition, it becomes obvious that lap
Sahib is a fulsome explication of Miil Mantra. However, it also
scretches beyond the bounds of that Mantra by contemplating
over many other attributes of the Divine besides the ones couched
in the Miil Mantra.

96. V. 167.
98. karU1Jiikar hai.>i, v. 176.
100. aziz1j! naviiz, v. 124.

97. karll1:ziiklya haiTi, v. 171.
99. dayiiklTi sariipe, v. 199.
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iiP Sahib is a superb poetic work by a veritable genius. It
reflects an entirely un-premeditated spurt of inspired verse, free

from any forced thought, sentimentalism, and artificiality. It is
an unparalleled piece of literature from any point of viewsubstance, form, structure, style, diction or prosody.

Pure Poetry
Jap Siihib at once impresses one as pure poetry. The term
'pure poetry' lends itself to a variety of connotations. First of all,
it has been considered to be that kind of poetry, which inspires
to excellence, and by so doing is refined of all dross or impurity.\
According to another viewpoint, it aspires 'towards the condition
of music' - suggesting that the beauty of the poem's theme and
its contents are in unsurpassable harmony with the melody and
the sound of the words. 2 Pure poetry has also been considered
a form of music in yet another sense - expressing the Essence of
whatever the poet intends and needs to express:l Yct another view
is that it is most spontaneous and 'free from thought'.4 Finally,
it has been associated with prayer - a kind of mystical expression
aspiring to an ineffable and incantatory condition.')
Jap Sahib seems to satisfy everyone of the above definitions
without exception and to the fullest degree. It is an embodiment
I. Defined by Vallery. Quoced in ]A Cuddon : A Dictionary of l.iterary
Terms, 1979, London: Penguin Books.
2. Defined by Walter Pecer. vide ref. above.
3. Defined by Edgar Allen Poe. vide ref. above.
4. Defined by George Moore. vide ref. above.
5. Defined by Abbe Bremond. vide ref. above.
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of excellence. No bunkum has managed to slip in anywhere. It
has permitted no interpolation of any kind - no tale or fable,
legend or myth, chronicle or anecdote or any other alien matter
that could sully its virgin muse. It enters no argument, makes no
discourse an~ seeks to prove no thesis. It does not entertain
anything apart from what the poet intends or desires to express.
From the beginning to the end, it is powerfully musical. The
sublimity of its content, the power of its diction, the innervating
musicality of its rhythms, and the resonance of its natural,
unaffected, alliterations weave an unsurpassable harmony. Finally,
it preserves its invoking character throughout. It starts as a prayer
and ends as a prayer, and in between continues to offer salutations
to the action-names and sensible attributes of the One to whom
the prayers have been addressed. Its invocative tenor is woven into
the very fabric of its diction. One is thus impelled to recognize
this work as pure poetry in every sense of the term.

Sublime work
It is a work of surpassing Sublimity. Sublimity is related with
the infinite, the same way, as beauty is related with the finite. lap
Sahib, in its entirety, is immersed in the sublimity of the Infinite.
It is a grand poem into which divine intimations have poured in
vigorously and torrentially, yielding a sense of gratifying
blessedness. It, at once, seems to salute the Divine, invigorates
the spirit of courage, and enlivens verity in devotion. It embodies
a great celebration for the spirit.

Structure
lap Sahib employs ten different metre forms or chhands all
inter se harmonious, and individually purposeful. The names of
various chhands and the way they are positioned in this work are
presented hereunder.
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Serial
Number

Name of the
Chhand

1.

2.

Chhapai Chhaizd
Bhujaizg Prayiit

3.

Chiichri

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Charpat
Riiiil
Madhubhiir
Bhagvati
Rasiival
Harbolmanii
Ekachhri

Verse number

I
2-28, 44-61, 96-98,
185-188, 197-199
29-43, 62-63, 94-95,
99-102, 133-141
74-78,142-146
79-86
87-93, 161-170
103-132, 150-160
145-149
171-184
189-196

Total Number
of verses

65
32
8
8
17
41
5
14
8
Total 199

Some of the metre forms (chhaizds) , it can be seen, recur
several times, some recur only once, and some do not recur at
all. This does not happen vicariously, but according to a
purposeful design that we shall consider a while later. Here, let
us take note of the fact that this design consummates the powerful
musical ensemble of this work. The sequence of the serial
occurrence of chhaizds (as given below by their serial numbers as
given above) may be indicated as follows:
1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 3, 2, 3, 7, 3, 4, 8, 7, 6, 9, 2,
10, 2.
This arrangement not only gradually unfolds the formal
resonance of the content of the work, it also brings about
harmony between the form and the content and unveils the
combined mystical purpose of both.

Prosody
All the prosodic devices of this work are drenched in Vir
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Rasa (Heroic Sentiment) - a rasa that stimulates courage and
evokes valour. Interestingly, while the content of this sublime
work, throughout, pertains to Bhakti Rasa (the Sentiment of
Devotion), its prosodic form is steeped in VIr Rasa (the Heroic
Sentiment). In the classical Indian poetics, these two Rasas are
considered mutually antithetical and this combination is considered
a grave poetic flaw. Devotional poetry, almost always, is couched
in Shant Rasa (the Sentiment of Tranquility) or Shringara Rasa
(the Romantic Sentiment). Both these Rasas are reckoned
antipodal to VIr Rasa. Guru Gobind Singh's unique poetic
prowess, however, chose to blend Bhakti (Devotion) and Shakti
(Heroism) not only infap Sahib, but through it also in the minds
of his followers - so that Bhakti alone should not cause overpassivity that leads to incapacitation; nor should Shakti alone lead
to arrogance and to oppression. The Order of the Khalsa that he
proclaimed was supposed to be a judicious combination of the
two so that it would really be an Order of God's own knightsat-arms. In fap Sahib, Guru Gobind Singh's poetic genius
introduces this hitherto tabooed blend with the courage of a
Master who makes his experiment a convincing success.
It was not merely an experiment, it had a definite practical
implication as well. fap Sahib was to become the instrument of
spiritual meditation especially in the banlefield. That is why it
had begun to be chanted during the practice of gatka, an Indian
variety of fencing. 6 It would be of interest to note in detail this
6. Bhagat Singh Hira : lap Sahib - Bir Ras dii Soma: a paper presented
at a seminar onlap Sahib, a Multidimensional Study, held on 2-3 March,
1990 at Gobind Sadan Institute of Adtanced Studies in Comparative
Religion, New Delhi. It says:
An old (now extinct) Guide Book of the historic Gurdwaras around
Anandpur Sahib mentioned among them a place named Bhagpura
(located almost midway berween Kiratpur and Anandpur, but a little off
the main road). That Guide Book also mentioned that at that site, Guru
Gobind Singh after the morning liturgical services, used to supervise the
Sikhs playing gatka while reciting lap Sahib as its meditational
accompaniment.
...
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innovative concordance between the prosodic metres of fap Sahib
and the tactical postures and movements adopted in the practice
of fencing.
Chhapai Chhand 7 is the opening metre. It has a placid flow
that accords with its invocatory content. The gatka-practitioners,
prior to lifting their weapon, invoke the Lord and offer Him
formal salutations. Only after this invocation would they engage
in actual fencing. Recitation of the first four lines of the verse
(of Chhapaz), accompany the invocation and the last two lines
go with the formal supplication.
In the practice of gatka, formal invocation takes place only
once (before the actual fencing is started). It is therefore
understandable that Chhapai Chhand occurs only once, in the
beginning of fap Sahib, and is not repeated after that.
In this metre is delineated the core theme of fap Sahib. It
discloses the most significant attributes of the God of Guru
Gobind Singh - the very God he gave his Sikhs to acknowledge
and invoke. This God is without any form or feature, colour or
caste, mark or garb. He can't be couched in a symbol or chiselled
into an image. Everyone in the universe, whether man or god or
demon, and everything in the world, from a blade of grass to the
biggest forest declares that He is neither this nor that. He is thus
acknowledged simply as ineffable.
...

Bhagat Singh Hira also reported having visited that site but found only
a remnant of the Gurdwara that stood at that place. There was only an
earthen mound left. Now, unfortunately, even that mound seems to have
disappeared.
Bhagat Singh Hira also reportS one of his visits to Sri Abchal Nagar
(Nander) where he personally witnessed one Bhai Ram Sil1gh providing
training in gatka along with chanting of fap Sahib. He reports that he
was amazed to watch how the various movements of the gatkii
synchronized with recitation of the different metres of fap Sahib.
7. Chhapai Chhand is a six-line verse form. It is also called khat pad. It has as
many as three different prosodic forms. However, the form that has been
employed infap Sahib is characterized by the fact that its first four lines are
in the Rolii metre while the last two lines are in rhe Doha metre.
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Yet the Guru tells us that this very God is self-luminous,
steadfast in His visage, and infinite in His splendour. He is greater
than all the gods and godlings; and is the sovereign King of all
the kings. His grandeur can be the object only of an awakened
expenence.
The Guru then acknowledges that no one can know His
Comprehensive Name. Only His 'Action-Names' or attributive
names can at best be enunciated. And even for such an
enunciation, the Guru invokes the Lord to grant him requisite
wisdom. It is after that, that his salutations follow.
Bhujaizg Prayiit Chhaizd that follows next, occurs most
frequently in this work. Bhujang Prayiit means 'like a serpent'.
This metre has a serpentine quality in its tonal propagation. An
example of this is the whole set of verses starting with namastan

Akiile, namastan kripiile (2).
Rasiival Chhand (v.145-149) is also a variation of Bhujaizg
Prayiit- its halved or semi-serpentine form. If this is also included,
Bhujang Prayiit comes to have been employed seven times
covering as many as seventy verses which is more than one-third
of the text.
The intonation of this Chhaizd harmonises with the
serpentine movement of the weapon. It is the most tactical
movement for attacking as well as defending. That this Chhand
has been employed time and again signifies that it coincides with
a spell of attacks as also with tactical withdrawal to spy fresh
avenues for resuming the attack.
Chiichari Chhand 8 occurs five times covering in all thirtytwo verses. Chiichari signifies quick repetitive strikes. That is why
this Chhand has brisk and brief movement. Chiichari also means
a sword with a slanting rim. It therefore signifies a slanting
slashing attack with the sword.
8. Chachari Chhand has two forms - Shuddhi as for example alekh hain,
abhekh hain and Shashi as for example gubinde, mukande. Both these
forms are found in Jap Sahib.
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Charpat Chhand 9 occurs twice covering eight verses.
Charpat means landing flat like a slap of the open hand. Here,
it signifies defence - taking the attack of the adversary upon one's
shield and making it ineffective.
Riiiil Chhand 10 occurs in jiip Siihib only once (8 verses). It
has a metre comprising twelve syllables that provide a slow
relaxing rhythm. It is required to coincide with the breather that
the fighter takes following a severe, sharp fight. The thematic
content of this chhand is assertive of the syntagmatic anributes
of God - dauntless, mysterious and pervasive. In it there are some
paradoxes also e.g. He is beautiful, but has no form or He has
no domicile yet He is all-pervasive.
It is also considered to represent the God of renewal and
revolution - the God of Baptism of the Sword (Khande di Piihul).
This God is the Primal Person, Purest Form, Prime Mover
and Perfect Being. He is not only the Creator, but also the
Destroyer (v. 83).
Madhiibhiir Chhand II occurs twice in jiip Sahib and covers
altogether seventeen verses. It represents, on the one hand, surest
actions, and on the other hand, deeds that are morally ideal. The
verses under this chhand portray God as Eternal and the Purest
Light. He owns invincible majesty. He is never cast into any
womb. The themes of this chhand appear to combine the
perceptual attributes with the metaphysical conceptions of the
9. CharpaF Chha/1d also has two forms and both have been employed in
lap Sahib. These are Uchhal and Hansak.
An example of the former is : amrit karme, ambrit dharme. Akhall
joge. Achall bhoge (74).
An example of the later is : sarban devan, sarban bhevan, sarbait kale,
sarban pale (78).
10. Riial Chhand is also called Ruaman or Ruamal. Here is an example of
this metre and the type of its contents: nam kam bihin pekhat dham
hiin naih jahe. sarab man sarbattra man sadaiv manat tahe (81).
11. It is also called Chhabi. It is a four-tine verse form, each line consisting
of four miitriis.
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Divine. God is not only the redeemer of sins. He is also the
supreme provider of all the needs of His creatures.
Bhagvati Chhand 12 occurs twice and covers altogcther forryone verses. Bhagvati has several meanings, but the most relevant
one here is 'the sword'. The movcment of this chhand is sharp
like a sword. 13 The term Bhagvati also means Durga, the goddess
who conquered the demons and restored to the gods their
kingdom that had been usurped by the demons.
In the verses of this chhand, emphasis has been laid on the
power and purity of the Cosmic Word that brings harmony and
grace:
zaminul zaman hain, amikul iman hain.
karimul kamal haiiz, ki jur'at(i) Jamal hain. (158)

Harbolmana Chhand has been employed in lap Sahib bur
once and extends over fourteen verses. During the battle, when
the adversary is challenged and asked to pay heed to the coming
attack that might prove fatal, he is asked to remember his God
(Harbolmana = utter the Name of God). This challenge is issued
in a loud voice often ending in a nasal half-vowel such as han
or hiin or hai11. This is how this chhand runs:
Ajapii jap hain, athapa thap hairi.
Akrita krit hain, amrita mrit hain. (177)

Aftcr the Harbolmana follows Bhujang Prayat, once again.
It is supposed to coincide with the fighter making a tactical
retreat. However, pretty soon it suddenly yields to a very sharp
and alive interlude of Ekachhri Chhand (a single-syllable metre)
indicating a quick engagement in a tactical sharp skirmish before
12. Two forms of this chhalid have been employed in Jap Sahib. These are:
1. Somra). Example: ki iichhijj desai, ki abhijj bhesai,
.
ki aganj karmai, ki abhal1j bharmai. (I03).
2. Sankhiari. Example: ki rozi dihind hain, ki razak rahind hain.
Ktzrimul kamal hain, ki husnul Jamal hain. (J 52)
13. It is also known as Tilka Chhand. It runs as in the following example:
karulJalaya hain, ar(i) ghalaya hain (171).
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finally bringing the fencing exercise to a close by reverting to
Bhujang Prayat Chhand.
Thus, when jap Sahib is recited along with fencing, it looks
like rotating a rosary while wielding the sword. While heroic
courage and power are employed through the sword, devotion
and compassion are vouched by recitation of the lap Sahib. Thus
heroic action and meditation take place simultaneously and side
by side.

Diction
While the prosody of lap Sahib serves the purpose of
reconciling Shakti (power) with Bhakti (Devotion), the diction
of this celebrated work serves to reconcile the two disparate
cultural traditions, namely, Aryan and Semitic. It also bridges the
social chasm between the Hindus and Muslims by making a free
mixture of their tight linguistic heterogeneity. The Major
language employed in lap Sahib is a mix of Hindvi (of Sanskrit
origin) interspersed with expressions that are patently Islamic of Persian or Arabic origin.
This is as if the Guru was inviting the devotees of Brahman
and fshvar to come together with the devotees of Allah and Rahim
to sit in united prayer, possibly in a common prayer house, and
meditate together on the One Universal God who subsumes all
sectarian deities.
To achieve this end, the Guru introduced several amazing
innovations and untraditional linguistic devices. With these he
created a medley of new compound words which the traditionalists
would dub as ungrammatical, but which beautifully yield the
meaning that the inspired poet wants them to yield. In the
following verses the use of 'ul' is not as Semantic prefix to the
first word, as the traditional Arabic grammar would require. It
has been employed as Semantic suffix to the second word as in
the following examples:
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azizuL niwaz : one who elevates his dear ones. (124)
husnuL jamaL: the lamp of beauty. (151)
g~animuL khiraj : one who exacts r"ribute from his foes. (124)
This is clearly the poet's own innovation pragmatically subservient
to his thematic intent that he has in his mind.
In places, 'ul' ceases to mean 'of' which is its lexical
connotation. The Guru makes it connote "and" instead. Here is
an example:
zaminuL zamane : Present on the earth and in the sky. (122)
Through another innovation, the Guru interposes the
prepositional 'ul' not between two words of Arabic origin, but
between a Sanskrit and an Arabic word. Here are some interesting
examples:
samastuL aziz : Loveable by all (156) [Samast is of Sanskrit
origin and aziz of Arabic].
samastuL zuban : One who knows all languages. (155)
rajiiuL nidhane : One who is the treasure of intent. (123)
[Rajii is of Arabic origin and nidhane of Sanskrit].
Not just that, he even juxtaposes two words of purely
Sanskrit origin with the Arabic preposition 'ul' between them as;
in the following lines:
sadaivuL akam : Without any desire. (I 27)
samastu! niviis : Abiding in all. (I 54)
adesu! aLekh : Without domicile and image. (I 57)
namastu! prar;ame: Salutation to the worshipful. (197)
In Arabic grammar prepositional 'ul' and 'a!' are employed
to join one noun with another noun. The Guru, however, joins

even an adjective with a noun with this very device:
anekuL tarang: One who has many waves. (124)
samastuL saliim : One who gets salutations from all. (127)
agaizju!ghanim : One, undestroyable by the enemy. (154)
samastulaziz: loved by all. (156)
harifu! azime: Enemy of the great. (123)
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Yet another novel linguistic device that the Guru employs
is to suffix Sanskrit words with Persian 'ast'. For example :
namastast ramme: 0 pervasive Lord, I salute You. (16)
namastast diaLe: 0 Beneficent One, I salute You. (23)
namastast dhaman : 0 master of mansions, I salute You. (61)
The use of such Arabic and Persian linguistic devices by the
Guru do not seem to have been merely an intellectual exercise.
It seems to have been a deliberate solemn effort to bring the two
opposing cultures together and teach both Hiridus and Muslims
to pray together to a God who belongs to both of them and not
let the idiosyncrasies of their distinctive linguistic proclivities
separate them and cause meaningless opposition.
The Guru solemnly believed that his God belonged to no
sectarian religion exclusively. So he salutes Him in the following
way:
namastan amazbe: salutation to the One who has no
mazhab [religion of the Muslims] (17)
namastan adharman; salutation to the One who has no
dharma [religion of the Hiridus] (5).

Word Pictures
We have noted that Jap Sahib embodies the action-names
of God. Every action-name is dynamic on the one hand and
amibutive on the other. That is what makes it come up almost
invariably as a word picture.
Even when it occurs in a metre ofa single-syllable, it presents
a picture. Notice for example the following:
agan}: Imperishable
abhanj: unbreakable
aLakkh: unknowable
abhakkh: un-consumable (191)

akaL: immortal
diaL: compassionate
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alekh: unknowable
abhekh: ungarbed (192)
In longer metres, the first word is repeated in most lines.
Most often, this word is one of salutation. Repetition of such a
salutary word makes Jap Sahib literally aJap. The following verses
exemplify this:
namastan akarman: I bow to the One Sans deeds.
namastan adharman : I bow to the One Sans creeds.
namastan anaman: I bow to the One Sans a name.
namastan adhaman : I bow to the One Sans a home. (5)

namo
namo
namo
namo

jog joge: I bow to the Great Renouncer.
bhog bhoge: I bow to the One Great Reveller.
sarb diale: I bow to the One who's Clement.
sarb pale: I bow to the One who Provides all. (28)

Salutations to :
namo judh judhe : The victor of every battle.
namo gian giane : The Wisdom most sublime.
namo bhoj bhoje: Ravishes who all aliments.
namo pan pane: Imbibes who every potion.
namo kalah karta: The cause of turmoil.
namo shant rUpe : The harbinger of Peace.
namo Indra indre: The God of all the godlings.
aniidan bibhiite: The Time-transcending Glory. (187)
Even when such repetitiveness is not noticed, lines generally
exhibit internal rhyming in addition to the end-rhymes. Notice
the double rhyming in the following lines:
akhall joge achall bhoge: Pervasive Your Being, Perrenial
Your Rule. (74)
achall raje arall saje: Eternal Your Kingdom, Perrenial
Your Works. (75)
Internal rhymes can be seen in many of the verses within longish
lines as well :
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ad(i) riip anad(i) miirat(i) ajon purakh apar.
sarab mlln triman dev abhev ad(i) udar.
sarajz pafak sarab ghalak sarah ko pun kal.
jatra tatm biraj-hi avdhiit nip rasal. (79)
Primal Being, without a beginning
Transcendent and un-begotten,
Loved by all in ali three worlds,
Mystery Divine, Compassion untaught
Protector of all, Destroyer of all,
Ultimate maker of the Dooms-day call.
Present everywhere, and free of care,
Beauty exquisite that ever enthralls. (v. 79)
It may be appreciated here that no translation can do justice to
the superb word-pictures that the Guru so effortlessly seems to
create. Besides internal rhymes, alliterative combinations also add
to the musical beauty of the work by creating a variety of cadence
and lilt. Here is an example:
nam (ham na jat jakar riip rang na rekh.
ad(i) purakh ;;d;i,": miirat(i) (!jon il.d(i) {{sekh.
dfl aur na bhfl jiikar riip rekh na rag.
jatra tatra disha visha hoe phailio anurag.
Nameless, placeless, sans a caste,
Sans colour, contour or mark.
Primal, Bountiful, un-begotten,
Ever transcendent, immaculate.
Unconfined in a land or garb,
Sans any shape or feature or form,
Here and there and everywhere
He pervades as Essence of Love. (v.80)
and,

ek murat anek darshan kin riip an~
khel khel akhel khefan ant ko phir e.k.
Singular He, becomes manifold,
Creation is ever His lively sporr,
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He spreads His Play,
Then folds up the Game,
And becomes 'One' again. (v. 81)
Often His words rwang like the fencing of swords. Here is an
example:
sarbali pra~lan : The source of every Life.
sarban tra~an : The vigour of every Force.
sarban bhugta: The Reveller ulrimate.
sarban jugta: Ever united with all. (77)

sarban
sarban
sarban
sarban

deva1i : The God of all the gods.
bhevan : The mystery ever eternal.
kale: Destroyer of every form.
pale: Sustainer of one and all. (78)

lap Sahib effortlessly raises one, who recites it with devotion,
sublime spirit-scapes. Irs magical overflow floods the soul of
all who delve in irs rhapsodic measures. Irs lilting rhyrhms awaken
a slumbering spirit and enthral the one thus awakened with the
vibrarions of sublimity.
The Guru, undoubtedly, seems to have had his meditating
spirit absorbed in the Creator so profoundly that the great
paradoxes of the Divine mystery left a stamp of vismad or spiritual
wonderment on his soul. The unique poetic prowess of the Guru
is able to transfer the thrills of that wonder even to the reader/
reciter.
The profound reverence and intense devotion with which
the Guru salutes his Creator, impels his reader to salute the Guru
with a similar profound devotion. This all-powerful work is able
to transport the human soul to the very Presence of the Divine
and enrapture it with ineffable bliss.
TO

Divine Paradox and Bipolar Process
Theism
Divine Paradox
A paradox is an apparently true statemenc or group of
statemencs that lead to an apparent contradiction or a siruation
which defies what is intuitively sensed. It exists where two
statements or groups of statements appear contradictory but can
acrually be resolved. The word 'paradox' is often used
interchangeably, but wrongly, with contradiction, but where
contradiction by definition cannot be true, many paradoxes do
allow for resolution, though quite a number remain unresolved
or only contenciously resolved.
"The Law of Paradox," essentially, is an aspect of the
Principal of Polarity. It requires that we must not omit "the other
side" of any question - particularly when the two sides are related
to, or directed respectively to the Absolute and Relative and are
therefore really perplexing to everyone. That seems to be the
reason why in fiip Sahib, proper attencion has to be paid to grasp
the Divine Paradox lest we get entangled in the mire of HalfTruths.
The Absolute Truth is, "Things as God knows them."
Relative Truth is, "Things as the highest reason of man knows."
In the Absolute, the universe is merely a mental creation, a dream
or result of meditation. To the finite mind that forms a part of
the universe and viewed through its mortal faculties, the universe
appears very real indeed. We must not forget that within our
limited faculties we are not Brahman.
The Law of Paradox exhibits the realm of the opposites,
"emptiness' (shiinya) and "possibility" (avasar). It illustrates the
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complement that rests in all created things. The problem is always
the Essence of the Absolute vs that of the Relative.
jap Sahib is replete with divine paradoxes of this kind. In
the very opening verse the Divine, as Absolute, is said to be
indescribable 'neither this nor that'. Again in verse 86, it has been
said, "Vedas and Simritis call you 'neither this nor that' every day."
However, in His Relative aspect, He is this and he is that. 1
In verses 2, 3, 84 and some others He has been described
as Akal. 'AkaI' (A = no, kiil = time) has two senses. In one sense,
it means timeless, transcending time, God sans Creation - time
being a created entity. In the other sense, it means infinite and
signifies 'extending over endless time'. The former sense pertains
to the Absolute, the latter to the Relative aspect of God. In the
former sense, the Absolute has no beginning - as He has been
called Anad(i) 2 (An = sans, ad(i) = beginning). On the other
hand," He has also been called Adi(i) (from the beginning). He
has been described as Ad(i) Rupa (Primal form), Ad(i) deva
(Primal deity) and Ad(i) Purakh 4 (Primal Person). All these
pertain to His Relative aspect.
Kal also means 'Death' - since, enduring through Time,
things die or wither away. God, however, is immortal, Akal, but
He, it is who has caused mortality as the fate of His Creation
in general as well as His creatures in their individual prospect.
As Absolute, He is ekai, 'the One',s 'the only One'.6
However, in His Relative aspect, being pervasive in His Creation,
He is anekai, 'many',? where he reveals Himself in the form of
a multiform spectacle, anek darshan. 8
As an Absolute being, He is aname or nirname, i.e. without
a name. 9 He can be presumed to have a Comprehensive Name
or Sarab Nam lO composite of all His subtle and latent qualities,
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

V
V
V
V
V

29 to 43.
30.
9.
9, 47.
4, 61, 95 etc.

2. V 33, 79, 83 etc.

4. V 79, 80 and 84.
6. V 81.
8.V 81.
10.V1.
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but that surely is inaccessible to man and hence indescribable. I I
Yet, in His Relative prospect, He has many a karam nam or action
name. 12
The Absolute is Ariip (A = sans, riip = form) without any
form. 13 He has no kae i.e. body. 14 He lends Himself to no image chitran bihinai. 15 In His Relative prospect, He is Brahman Sariipe
i.e. Brahman who has assumed form, or who is Brahman
incarnate. 16 He is sarab riipe or samasti sariipe i.e. the form of all
the Creation. 17 His form is rasal i.e. exquisite,18 and nekalanki
sariipe i.e. faultless. 19 It has also been described a husnul chira8~'
'the lamp of beauty'2o and jur-at(i) jamal, the splendour of
courage. 21
In His Absolute aspect, He is nridesai or without any
domicile 22 and adese or 'of no country'. 23 Dham hiin naih jahe,
who has no home. 24 In His Relative aspect, He is sarb dese or
belonging to alllands,25 samastul niviisi or abiding everywhere,2h
sarbatr desai or belonging to all countries27 and samastast dhame
or having His home evel)'V\o·here. 28 He is jattra tattra biraj-hi i.e.
has His seat here as well there 29 and jattra tattra disha visha hue
phailio anurag i.e. here, there and everywhere He is immanent
as Love. 30 He is pn'thiul pravas or abiding all over the earth,1I
chattra chakkravarti or roaming in all the four quarters 32 and
chatur chakra vase or residing in all the four quarters.3~
11.Y.1.
13. V. 2, 22.
15. V. 107.
17. V. 19,49.
19. V. 50.
21. V. 158.
23. V. 61.
25. V. 66.
27. V. 114, 117.
29. V. 79.
31. V. 130.
33. V. 98.

12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.
24.
26.
28.
30.
32.
34.

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

1.
100.
106.
79.
151.
10, 18.
81.
58 and 153.
61.
80.
97.
5,41 and 134.
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As the Absolute, akarman i.e. sans any action,H nrikarme i.e.
without activity35 and aklankrit i.e. is un-made. 36 As the Relative,
He is sarbakrit or doing everything37 , chatra chakra karta or active
in all the four quarters 38 and sarbatra saje or creating everything.
He is also karan kunind or cause of causes,3? jag ke kra1J or cause
of the world (v. 173) and sarbatra kaje or active everywhere. 40 His
action is described as unflinching, at tlNth karam i.e. very
stubbornY His action is also bipolar. He is not only sarban karta
or Creator of everything, but also sarban harta or destroyer of
everything;42 not only karian or Creator but also harian or
destroyer of His Creation. 43 He not only creates but also infuses
life breath, sarbang pralJ,an in His creatures. 44
The Absolute is adrishai or invisible, ghaibul ghaib or most
hidden 45 and adikh or un-seeable. As Relative, He is always ziihar
zahiir or very much present,46 hazar haziir or evident right in
front 47 and sadii ang sange or ever omnipresent.
As Absolute, He is adhandh without any occupation,48
abmidhe or abadhe i.e. unbound, and aziid i.e. free. 4? As Relative,
He is sarb dhandhe or busy and engaged in every occupation.
As Absolute, He is atattan sariipe50 i.e. immaterial in form,
while as Relative, He is param tattan i.e. supremely materiaP! He
is andhkare or darkness 52 as well as tej teje or the essence of light';>
and pret or ghost and apret i.e. not a ghost.
As Absolute, He is abhes, abhekh or anbhekh all the terms
meaning un-garbed. 54 As Relative, He is sarbatra bhesai or in every
35.
37.
39.
41.
43.
45.
47.
49.
51.
53.

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

10, II.
183.
109.
170.
95, 198.
108.
150.
24.
186.
185.

36.
38.
40.
42.
44.
46.
48.
50.
52.
54.

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

183.
96.
116.
27.
77, 143.
150.
136.
186.
185.
63, 84, 30, 88.
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raiment'~

and sarbattra bhekhi or garbed variously (v. 115). He
is also considered abhij bhesai or dressed in untorn clothes. ~(,
In his Absolute aspect, He is jog jogeshwar i.e. the greatest
of Yogis,S? avdhut or a mendicant'S and birakt i.e. detached,~<)
while in His Relative aspect, He is rajan raj, the king of kings('O
on the one hand, and rankan rank, the poorest among the poor6!
on the other.
While in His Relative aspect, He can be kalah karta, the
cause of conflict62 as well as kriir karme, acting brutally,1>3 in His
Absolute aspect, He is shant rupe, peaceful entity.64
While in His Absolute aspect, He is anatam, without a sense
of 'self' ,<'~ in His Relative aspect, He is atam prabha, splendour
of self (v. 160).
As Absolute, He is adharman, sans dharma 66 and amazbe,
sans religion,67 as Relative, He is sarb dharman, all religions('S and
amikul iman, profound faith (v. 158).
To conclude, it can be said that the Divine Paradoxes in jap
Sahib are all resolved if one considers the two polar sides of Godthe Absolute and the Relative.

Bipolar Process Theism
One way of looking at the Divine bipolarity is to consider
the two poles as belonging to two parallel universes. That we have
considered in the above discourse on Divine Paradox. Another
way of viewing the same bipolarity can be by considering it as
representing a Bipolar Divine Process.
Process Theology is a new way of looking at the Divine
55.
57.
59.
61.
63.
65.
67.

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

112, 117.
51.
137.
90.
54.
85.
17.

56.
58.
60.
62.
64.
66.
68.

V. 103.
V. 85.
V. 89.
V. 187.
V. 187.
V. 5.
V. 144.
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neither as a person, nor as a bipolarity caused by the Divine
simultaneously belonging to twin parallel universes, but as an
actual process. In Christianity, this type of theology appeared
lately by taking account of modern science, especially evolution,
and which teaches that God's way of working in the world is a
steady process that patiently overcomes the elements of chance
and evil present in the universe and including in itself all the good
that is brought about.
lap Sahib is a work that represents GurLi Gobind Singh's
Process Theology - his own way of looking at the Divine III
action. He himself proclaims:
tav sarab niim kathai kavan karam niim bamat sumat.
Who can Your Comprehensive Name describe?
Your Action-Names are all that cham the wise.(l)

Every action tends to be a process - from being to becoming.
A process, then, may be described as "A series of purposive actions
generally tending towards the production of something. It is a
systematic movement resulting in growth or decay."69 It may be
considered as the course of actuality in its cosmological aspect.
This is exactly what lap Sahib is concerned with. It would,
therefore, be instructive for us to reconstruct the theology of this
sublime work from this angle.
Every process is a development; and every development
passes through certain phases. These are:
1. Pre-beginning: anad(i) (16, 197)
2. Beginning: ad(i) (19, 167)
3. Emergence: aneke (9, 81)
4. Formation: akalaiz krit (183)
5. Maturity: samasti sariipe (49)
6. Decay: sarb khape (20)
7. Death: sarb kale (18)
8. Death of Death, Eternity: Kal kale (45)
69. Runes, DO: The Dictionary of Philosophy, Bombay, Jaico Publishing
House, 1956.
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Jap Sahib, we can see, scans over all of them. Although this process
as we have depicted above, seems to be temporal, in fact, it must
be undersrood in non-temporal terms. From the viewpoint of the
process Jap Sahib deals with a generative process, which has
definite repeatable phases. This progression that is primarily
linear, but has some circularity superimposed on it assumes the
form of a wave. However, the process that is primarily repetitive
and hence circular, can become spiral ifsuperimposed by linearity.
Marked repetitiveness in Jap Sahib is indicative of the fact that
the process that it deals with is primarily of a circular nature. In
a linear process the two ends never meet; they may grow to be
farther apart as the process proceeds. The two ends in a circular
process are destined eventually to meet. Sarb Kat (The Great
Death or Doom; or all-Time), Akal (Beyond Death; or
transcending Time) and Kal Kale (Death of Death; or mortality
ofTime) are one and the same entity. It is there that all ends meet.
The Divine is absolutely free - abandhe; unbound;'o
dhandhe: ever-pursuant;'! atam bas: self-controlled;'2 aziid:
free;73 nribadh sampe : unobstructed form. 74 That is how the real
initiator of a process has to be - particularly the One who is
responsible for the process of developing the entire cosmos. His
work has to be akafan krit : artless 7'; and sarbii krit : all embracing,
without any deficiency.76 There is absolutely no contradiction in
His process. He is sarb karta : the Creator of all as well sarb hartii :
the Destroyer of all. 77
The repeatable phases of His process go from one loop of
the spiral to the next or in the reverse direction thereof.
From amp (Abstract) to samp (Concrete) to Abstract
agalO.
From param (Transcendent) to ramar.zan (Immanent) to
Transcendent again.
70.
72.
74.
76.

V.
V.
V.
V.

24.
184.
127.
183.

71.
73.
75.
77.

V.
V.
V.
V.

24.
144.
183.
27.
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From akal (Eternal) to sarab kale (Temporal) to Eternal
again.
From sunit (Permanent) to anit (Ephemeral) to Permanent
again
From sarban karta (Active) to akaraman (Passive) to
Active again.
From ek (One) to anek (Many) to One again.
From sarab thape (Establisher) to sarab khape (annihilatOr)
to Establisher again.
He is thus Master of both the ends 78 :
10k: the Here and parfok: the Beyond,
shakti: Power and bhakti: Devotion,
miri: temporal power and piri: spiritual power,
seva: service and simran: meditation,
karam: the active and akarm: the passive,
bhagauti: the devotee and bhagvant: the deity,
jugat(i): procedure and mukti: liberation.
panth: the community and granth: the Scripture.
shabd: the Word and shunya: the Void.
All these aspects are not just temporal but, even more importantly,
cosmological and fully actualized.
He is the cause not merely of good but also of evil. He is
at once:
kafah karta: causing turmoil and shant rupe: the
harbinger of peace.
tej teje: effulgent brilliance and andhkare: profound
darkness.
khel khel: Playing the Game and akhel khefan : winding
up the Game.
His polarities are patent. He is simultaneously both
rajan raj: the King of kings and rankan rank: the poorest
of the poor.
78. ~ fFrfa'>;rr QT 1')fTfu BWHTII

lffi- fua'TH
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(J{t ?!J if[l! wfulr, 1.W 277)
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atam: the Self and anatam: non-self Thus vibrating
between the two ends.
For God, the Guru employs the Persian word harif, which means
friend as well as foe. Yet he is
na satrai: neither foe, na mitrai: nor friend.
That is why He is neti neti : not this, not even that, and yet both
'this and that'.
This, then, is a brief outline of the Bipolar Process Theism
oflap Sahib, distinct from a paradox. A paradox, whether logical,
semantic or mathematical, has to be resolved by some process
external to it. However, in the process bipolarity, the process of
which we have the polarities to deal with, itself provides the
resolution of the seeming opposites.

God as Warrior

~

ite a few sections of fap Sahib, when put together, lend
themselves to a description ofa Warrior God. He is described
as the ar of wars, I the original cause of turmoil. 2 He is portrayed
as the wielder of weapons and the hurler of missiles. 3 He is
considered to be a ruthless destroyer,4 stubbornly insistent in His
action. 5 He slays arrogance and pride6 and destroys the wicked.?
He unfurls and holds high the lofty flag of dharma. 8 He
vanquishes foes,9 destroys evil action 10 and dispels oppression. I I
He punishes tyrants,12 vanquishes enemies,13 taxes vulgar foe. 14
He has wonderful courage, 15 indestructible limbs 16 and
imperishable existence. I?
Such a God is nothing short of a Warrior God flush with
victory. He is the Master over war, ruling over it and presiding
over its devastating consequences. In it, His glory seems to be
splendid, His justice appears to be ruthless and His action seems
to be stubbornly inviolable. He appears par excellence to be the
Warrior with the spirit of Almightiness - He is invincible,18
unbreakable,19 infellible 20 and unpierceable. 21 He is everundaunted,22 never intimidated,23 and victorious 24 always.

I.
3.
5.
7.
9.
II.
13.
15.
17.
19.
21.
23.

juddh juddhe, v. 187.
shastra paf:le, astra maf:le, v. 52.
at(ij rjhith karam, v. 170.
dusht bhanjan, v. 85.
arm ganjan, v. 182.
ghaziiib ghanime, v. 198.
ghanimuTshikaste, v. 122.
jurat jamal, v. 158.
anchhij gat, v. 168.
abhange, v. 15.
achhede, v. 7.
abhit, v. 42.

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.
24.

kafah karta, v. 187.
krUr karme, v. 54.
garab ganjan, v. 85.
dharman dhuja, v. 105.
kukarman praf:lasi, v. 197.
ripu tapan, v. 182.
ghanimul khiraj, v. 124.
anchhij ang, v. 164.
abhanje, v. 8.
arjhahe, v. 6.
abhai, v. 189.
ajai, v. 189.
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However, the same God, in many verses is described as all
MercifuJ,25 all ClemenclG and all CompassionY He is the
compassionate Creator28 the sole Preserver ofall,29 and embodiment
of Grace..'lO He is the life of beings,31 the breath of every life 32 and
the Lord of immortality,33 He has no foe,34 forgives He sins,35 and
grants Liberation to alpG He is the focus of all Attraction,37 Hope
of every hope 'l8 and Pervasive in one and all.,9 He is the source
of eternal Peace and fount of eternal Sereniry40 and embodiment
of Peace eternaI.41
In view of such profuse epithets of peacefulness that God
possesses, how could He be God of war?

2.
Is it not possible that God's Grace can appear even as war?
He can, surely, be trusted to oppose those forces that destroy peace
and disturb the well-being of all. In other words, even when he
wages a war, his intention in realiry is that of establishing or
restoring peace. Peace cannot be considered as solely a human
undertaking. God has to take action primarily. He cannot see
chaos prevailing. He would rather have order; therefore he would
like to bring to book those who oppress, exploit, threaten, or
terrorise the meek. Therefore, He would struggle against the
enemies of well-being and wholesomeness - a struggle against
injustice, ryranny, famine and any other man-made calamiry
against mankind. Under such circumstances, waging a war of
justice would have a rightful place.
25.
27.
29.
31.

33.
35.
37.
39.
4 I.

kripiile, v. 2.
karufJiikar, v. 176.
sarb piile, v. 28.
jiv jivan, v. 72.
amritii-mrit, v. 178.
rzftul-guniih, v. 109.
tamiimul rujl~, v. 121.
samastul niviise, v. 197.
shiint riipe, v. 186.

26.
28.
30.
32.
34.
36.
38.
40.

sarab diiile, v. 28.
karimul kunindii, v. 198.
kripiilan sariipe, v. 73.
sarban priifJan, v. 77.
na shatrai, v. 99.
sarban muktii, v. 144.
iis iise, v. 188.
hamesul saliim, v. 121.
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In an alienated world, whose unity with God has been
fractured, any participation in war would be a compromise of
what God intends and serves to further alienation and chaos
rather than wholeness and order. The welfare of all (sarbat dii
bhalii) becomes even more remote. When, however, God involves
His divine Self in that broken world, would not our faithful
response be to seek to discern the divine involvement and to
pattern our participation accordingly? God would not neglect
what destroys or diminishes the well-being of all. He then has
to take action. Vengeance in human hand issues only in violence;
but left to God, evil forces are judged judiciously and fully and
composite well-being of all is restored through whatever means
are considered suitable.
It is not God alone who would employ such measures, even
Gurus affirm similar intent. Guru Gobind Singh, in his
autobiography proclaims as follows:
Understand thoughtfully, 0 ye men of God.
This is the reason why I took birth:
To proclaim righteousness, to support the saints,
And to root out wi! in its entirety. 42

In his significant diplomatic epistle to Emperor Aurangzeb, Zafar

Niimah, the said Guru observed:

If every sanctioned means fizils

to bring order,
It is legitimate to un-sheath the sword. 4.1

3.
It was not only Guru Gobiri.d Singh, the author ofJiip Siihib,
who considered war as the necessary corrective for otherwise
42.
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incorrigible oppression or intransigent tyranny unleashed upon
innocent folk. Other Gurus and Bhaktas also held similar views.
Guru Arjan Dev, for example, observes:
Brave warrior is he who can court death.
The one who flees from the battle, shall be born to die again and
again. 44

Bhagat Kabir says:
The battle-drum resounds in the sky;
The Aim has bem taken and the wound inflicted.
The warrior who enters the field
Finds, it is time to engage with the foe.
He alone is heroic warrior
Who fights to defend the meek.
Severed he may well get into several pieces,
But n{'ver shall he desert the battle-fteld. 45

4.
It is not the Sikh faith alone that considers war as the
ultimate resort for establishing the just order. Almost every other
religion holds similar views. The Jews hold that YAHWEH's
warfare was on behalf of ancient Israel and prophesy of the
coming deliverer. 46 God as warrior dominated Israel's faith.
In Christianity, Jesus Christ is said to have fought war
against his spiritual enemies in the Synoptic Gospels in Paul's
letters and Christ's victorious return in final apocalyptic battle in
Revelation. It is considered the essential metaphor for understanding salvation. Jesus had seen God the warrior at work. 47
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46. Old Testament.
47. New Testament.
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In Islam, Prophet Mohammad fought several battles in the
name of Allah. }ehad in this religion is considered the duty of
every conscientious Muslim.
In Hinduism, Rama, the great avatar fought against RavaJ:la
to rescue his abducted wife Sita. KrishJ:la, the other great avatar
urged Arjun in the battle-ground of Kurukshetra ro do his duty
to fight as Kshatriya. Arjun was reluctant to fight against his own
kin who happened to confront him there. It was KrishJ:la who
gave him counsel not to forsake fighting because it was legitimate
to fight for the sake of justice. In the Hindu pantheon, gods and
goddesses fought not only against demons but also among
themselves.

Conclusion
It is often asked, "Has God been actually encountered as
warrior or did fighting communities sacrilize their own strife by
such a characterization of God? Or is it merely a metaphoric
characterization of God? If it is a metaphoric characterization,
then, since he has no co-equal, He has always to be a conqueror
(Waheguru ji ki Fateh). The people concerned must believe that
God is present among them (Hazra huziir). The people believe
that God being on the side of justice is on their side (ang-sang).
That the possibility of metaphoric characterization in this sense
possibly is the case of }ap Sahib is borne out by the fact that Guru
Gobind Singh in one of the verses in this work juxtaposes in one
line two opposing epithets of God simultaneously - these are 'the
author of suife' (kalah karta) and 'the embodiment of peace'

(shant rope).
Since it is a powerful metaphor, it should not encourage any
'holy war' by people. We must let God fight for us because He
knows where justice is. Moreover, His justice is divine justice
tinged with mercy as well as forgiveness. It is not vengeful 'justice'
of man. One must always let God fight the battle, "For the battle
is not yours, but God's." (2 Chron.20.15-17).

Spiritual Growth through fap Sahib
Tap Sahib is a work of intense meditation uttered by a
prophet in a state of profound ecstasy. That is why, if a seeker
chants it with real devotion, it can transport him into a state of
intense spiritual activation. It provides the seeker experience of
the Presence of the Almighty Lord in all His Grandeur and Glory.
The Vision of the supreme Lord that one meets here is that of
a valorous Lord at war with the forces of evil. In the superb verses
of this un paralleled work, one discerns Divine Splendour
brimming with holy Resoluteness, with the Flag of Righteousness
held up for Him. It inspires the devotee to join the mighty forces
of the Lord as His 'knight-at-arms'. One then automatically
becomes responsive to His beck and call. One is impelled to bow
before the Great Lord who is, at once, the maker of strife and
the restorer of peace. l Meditative attention upon this work
heralds the devoted seeker into realms of Divine Resplendence.
A devotee who lets his mind soak in the Names of God,
would not find the need to observe rituals. To him any ritual
begins to appear as vain, and so, he resolves to abandon it. He
becomes the devout worshipper of the One Transcendent Reality,
the Eternal Cosmic Person (Akal Purakh). His singleminded
devotion becomes charged with the ever-ascending spiritual
optimism (Charhdz Kalii).
The devotee then finds the Presence of the Lord right by
his side (ang-sang), supporting and sustaining him, providing him
courage and valour and inspiring him to become the defender of
the weak and the destroyer of the tyrannous. He gets at once
imbued with spiritual inspiration and animated with resolute

J

1. Namo kalah karta namo Jhailt rope. (Y. 187)
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gallantry. The spirit of sacrifice wells up in him and fear of death
vanishes altogether.
In thought, word and deed, the devotee becomes prompted
to look after those who are in need of care and help. In this, one
considers oneself an inspired agent and a humble consignee of
the Divine. He feels inspired into benevolent undertakings for the
welfare of mankind. This he does because he finds in all
humankind his own kinsfolk-the children of his own Father. He
discovers that
Here, there and everywhere, He (the Lord) is pervasive as Love. 2

One, who partakes of Divine Love, considers oneself accountable
for that gift, and liable to reciprocate to it by providing love to
every creature of the Lord. One comes [0 sense deeply that God,
being amazhabe (sans a constrictive creed), belongs to no sectarian
religion, and being adharmaiz (sans religious binding) favours no
schism. He is sheer Love, and His devotees must follow the model
of His generosity. This, in effect, brings about a revolution in the
spiritual life of the devotee.
We have seen already that lap Sahib employs with equal ease
diction derived from the Aryan as well as Arabic-Persian tradition.
It also eulogises the Divine Names in vogue in both Indian and
Semitic traditions. Such a non-sectarian attitude of this work
impresses one with the universal import of this work. Anyone
who recites this work with empathic insight, automatically rises
above sectarian loyalties and ritual observances.
The panegyric hymnology offap Sahib makes one effortlessly
eulogise the Almighty in the choicest terms having great spiritual
import. Some accomplished souls vouchsafe that continual
recitation of the verses of this great work-even just the
monosyllabic verses 94 and 95-generates enormous spiritual
insight in one who regularly dwells upon them.
Regular recitation of this powerful ba1J,i enhances one's
psychic prowess and sharpens one's intuitive sensitivity. One's
2. Jaura tattra dishii vishii, hue phailio anuriig. (V. 80)

